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Abstract
The impact of long-term exposure and persistence of pesticides in the environment on human
biology is not completely understood. With the proliferation of pesticide application technologies,
there have been documented associations between exposure to every major functional group of
pesticide and adverse health effects in humans such as cancer and neurological disease. Of
observed pesticide-induced cancer health-risks, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) has shown some
of the most significant associations. Epidemiological study is complex, especially when examining
pesticide health risks. It is difficult to understand the significance behind interactions between the
large list of pesticide compounds, external environmental factors, and biological variables.
Therefore, complexity is a driving factor of uncertainty in pesticide epidemiology research. Using
cancer data from New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) aggregated to census block
groups and NYS pesticide data from Cornell University aggregated to zip-codes, this study
developed a Geographic Information System (GIS) based statistical model to investigate the
possibility of an association between pesticide applications and higher indices of HCC sites in
NYS. Model development progressed from simple linear regressions (such as Generalized Linear
Regression (GLR)) to analysis using Local Bivariate Relationships (LBR), Geographically
Weighted Regression (GWR), and a final model utilizing random forest-based classification and
regression. Modeling was performed over all of NYS, including localized Areas of Interest (AOIs)
around Rochester, Syracuse, and Buffalo. Additional models were performed on clusters generated
using Multivariate Cluster Analysis (MCA). Models based on LBR indicated clusters of
statistically significant relationships, including importance of pesticide exposure in explaining
variance in HCC indices between zip-codes in random forest models. These results are evidence
of possible association, though it must be noted that further study is needed to establish significant
correlation or causality. The methods developed in this study serve as a framework and showcase
of geospatial statistical analysis in environmental epidemiology.
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Executive Summary
Pesticides are chemical compounds which are commonly used in the agricultural and landcare industries to treat harmful organisms (pests). The impact of long-term exposure and
persistence of pesticides in the environment on human biology is not completely understood. With
the proliferation of pesticide application technologies, there have been documented associations
between exposure to every major functional group of pesticide and adverse health effects in
humans, such as cancer and neurological disease (Blair & Zahm, 1995; Alavanja & Hoppin, 2004;
Kim et al., 2016). For example, in California, significant spatial correlations between heavy
applications of organochlorine pesticide and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) have been
established, as well as positive associations with other major pesticide groups such as
organophosphates and carbamates (VoPham et al., 2015). It is hypothesized that carcinogenesis by
pesticides happens through many bio-chemical mechanisms (Gomaa et al., 2008), including
additive effects on carcinogenic viral infections and other mechanisms related to oxidative stress
(Alaa F. Badawi, 1999; Ezzat et al., 2005; Mena et al., 2008).
Still, much debate and uncertainty exist within epidemiological pesticide research. Most
epidemiological pesticide studies have relied on self-reporting and historical data. Utilizing
advancements in computing and geographic information systems (GIS), current research can
observe spatial relationships between cancer cases and pesticide use, while developing complex
models which can account for more predictive system variables (Brody et al., 2004; VoPham et
al., 2015). As is often the case in epidemiology, there is a large diversity of external variables that
can influence results. Information on pesticide use can be imprecise due to the style of regulatory
policy employed for a given area and lack of oversight (Marrs & Ballantyne, 2004; Orr, 2016).
Much more research is required to establish confident assessments of the health effects of
pesticides currently in use. By continuing the spatial study of pesticide use in relation to indices of
cancer, powerful statistical tools can be employed to assess whether associated effects exist in the
general population and test if trends hold up across different regions.
This study focused on examining pesticide association specifically with hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), the most common primary cancer of the liver (Hepatocellular Carcinoma Overview - Mayo Clinic, 2019). Associations with other cancer types (some known to be
associated with pesticides and others not) were also assessed. A spatial model describing the
relationships between pounds of applied pesticides and occurrences of HCC in NYS, including
1

localized and geographic AOIs was created. Investigative areas of interest included the Finger
Lakes Region of western New York (the nine-county region around Rochester, NY), the regions
surrounding Buffalo and Syracuse, and the entirety of New York state.
Because of the issues surrounding accountability of applicators (such as failure to report
pesticide use) and lack of oversight from regulatory institutions in the tracking of pesticides, a
secondary goal of this study was to investigate spatial correlations and uncertainty issues related
to pesticide sales and use reporting systems. By exploring potential issues with pesticide reporting,
specific policy recommendations were suggested related to the use, sales, and distribution of
pesticides.
Model development began with simple linear regressions utilizing generalized linear
regression (GLR) and ordinary least squares (OLS). The pesticide exposure variable showed a
statistically significant regression co-efficient, but global regression values were weak (𝑅 2 =
0.02 − 0.49), results were inconsistent, and over-all models were not statistically significant.
Based on these results, model development progressed to more complex non-linear
regressions utilizing local bivariate relationships (LBR) and geographically weighted regression
(GWR). LBR indicated clusters of positive linear relationships, highlighting the benefits of nonlinear multivariate regressions, such as GWR. GWR was better at modeling the relationship than
linear regressions but had difficulty in assessing the influence of pesticide exposure, which was
being overshadowed by co-variates, some of which were highly spatially autocorrelated. To deal
with spatial autocorrelation, variables which displayed co-linearity were transformed using
principle component analysis (PCA). Incorporating generated principal components (PCs) into
GWR models gave more consistent results and more robust models, with pesticide exposure
explaining about 3% of the variance in HCC indices; however, model error was high.
Ultimately it was found that forest-based classification and regression (FBCR) was the best
at modeling the pesticide use-HCC relationship. Final models were robust and statistically
significant, showed high global correlation (𝑅 2 = 0.55 − 0.80), and consistently indicated
pesticide use to be an important variable in explaining variance in HCC indices (8 – 34%
importance).
These results indicate evidence of a possible association between pesticide exposure and
HCC. This study utilized FBCR and geo-spatial modeling in a novel way to assess health risks
related to pesticide use. The methods displayed here can be used as a foundation and framework
2

for further study into pesticide epidemiology, in the aim of aiding the scientific community in
establishing confident conclusions.

3

1 Introduction
1.1 Pesticide Use
Pesticide use over the last century has significantly increased, becoming an extensive and
intensive practice in the agricultural and land management industries (Lehman, 1993). Pesticide
use in the U.S. grew from 196 million pounds in the 1960s (applications mainly to 21 crops grown
in the U.S., see Figure 1) to a peak of 632 million pounds in 1981. Improvements in agricultural
practices, technology, and efficiency of compounds have caused pesticide application rates to
subside somewhat in recent years, with 516 million pounds being applied in 2008 (Figure 2)
(Fernandez-Cornejo et al., 2014).

Figure 1 – Pesticide use by 21 selected crops in the U.S. Note how the prevalence of use is on
Corn, Soybeans, and Potatoes. Source: (Fernandez-Cornejo et al., 2014).
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Figure 2 – Pesticide Use in the U.S. from 1960 – 2008. Note increase from 1960 to 1980, after
which use plateaus. In recent years, use can be seen increasing again since 2005. Source:
(Fernandez-Cornejo et al., 2014).
More recent data are available when just looking at corn, cotton, potatoes, soybeans, and
wheat. These crops make up the vast majority of U.S. agricultural output and pesticide application,
with herbicide compounds being the dominant form of pesticide. From the peak in 1981, pesticide
use remained relatively stable, slightly decreasing until 2002, when use started to increase again.
Recent years have shown significant increases in pesticide use, growing to a new peak in 2014
(most recent year that national data is available) of 634 million pounds (Figure 3).

5

Figure 3 – Pounds of pesticide active ingredient applied to major crops, 1982 – 2014. Note
recent increases in pesticide use from 2007 – 2014.
This represents an increase of almost 200 million pounds from 2002 to 2014 (Hellerstien
et al., 2019). Much of this increase is likely due to the proliferation of genetically modified (GM)
crops. Many GM crops are designed to be resistant to pesticide, which can lead to farmers applying
more pesticide than is needed. For example, there have been observed increases in the rates of
herbicide application after the mass introduction of GM crops, in particular on soybeans (Coupe
& Capel, 2016). During the past few decades, modern technologies, such as proliferation of GM
crops (Fernandez-Cornejo, 2009; Jacobsen et al., 2013; Shmaefsky, 2013) have also increased
pesticide use. For example, Benbrook, (2012) used USDA herbicide application surveys to
estimate a 527-million-pound increase in herbicide applications in the U.S. from 1996 to 2011 due
to glyphosate tolerant (GT) crops (Table 1). GT tolerant and other pesticide resistant crops allow
for direct spraying and possible encouragement of overuse of pesticide compounds, leading to
increased overall usage (Benbrook, 2012, 2016). Since 1996, when the first glyphosate tolerant
(GT) GM crops were introduced, glyphosate use has risen by over 15-fold globally, with the U.S.
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driving 72% of that increase (Benbrook, 2016). One such crop driving this increase is GT Soybean,
with adopters showing on average a 28% higher rate of pesticide use compared to non-GM soybean
farmers (Perry et al., 2016).

Source: (Fernandez-Cornejo et al., 2014).
The rise in no-till or conservation tillage practices is also contributing to increased pesticide
use. No-till or conservation tillage agriculture, while economically and environmentally beneficial
(from the point of view of soil conservation), has the potential to require more pesticide use in
poorly managed to-till programs, such as when a farmer abolishes tillage without altering anything
else in the cropping system. (Friedrich, 2005; Friedrich & Kassam, 2012).
1.2 Pesticide Exposure
There exist two main modalities of pesticide exposure: (1) occupational handling of
pesticide and subsequent exposure to applicators; (2) indirect exposure to persons (secondhand
exposures, such as pesticide-drift and consumption of contaminated food). Direct handlers of
pesticides are distributed across several occupations, but mostly consist of agricultural workers in
fields and greenhouses, workers in the pesticide industry, and exterminators in residential pest
management (Damalas & Eleftherohorinos, 2011).
Direct handlers, especially agricultural workers, have shown increased rates of HCC
7

(Ledda et al., 2017). There are numerous cohort-studies reporting links between pesticides and
cancer (Kim et al., 2016). For example, a 2015 prospective cohort study of 57,310 U.S. pesticide
applicators indicated that associations exist between imidazolinone herbicides and bladder cancer
(Koutros et al., 2016). Further evidence from agricultural workers in Egypt revealed an association
between pesticide exposure and an increased risk of bladder cancer in a dose-dependent manner
(Amr et al., 2013). In general, increased rates of HCC have been observed in agricultural workers
in Egypt (Anwar et al., 2008).
Food is the main source of indirect exposure to the general population, but there are many
other possible vectors, such as water contamination, aerial contamination, soil or indoor dust
contamination, pesticide use in lawns and gardens, and pesticide use on pets (ANSES, 2013).
These exposures may present a potential public health risk, given the significance of pesticide
pollution within the environment and that pesticide exposure has been linked to cancer and various
other diseases (Kim et al., 2016).
1.3 Pesticides and Human Health
Concern exists within the scientific community that absorption of pesticides may lead to
numerous negative human health effects through a multitude of bio-chemical molecular
interactions (Rakitsky et al., 2000; Vais et al., 2001; Gomaa et al., 2008) and immunosuppressive
effects (Street & Sharma, 1975). Given the large-scale distributed use of pesticides, it is important
that we assess these potential health risks through epidemiological study. This can be beneficial to
the development of management strategies to reduce unintended exposure.
Historically, throughout the fields of epidemiology and environmental toxicology,
associations between the use of pesticides and human health risks have been observed (Kim et al.,
2016); however, it is difficult (and very time consuming) to establish an epidemiological causal
relationship between a compound and human health risk. Because of this, such compounds are
often regulated based on more readily apparent adverse effects (Brun et al., 2008). For example,
in the case of DDT, such observations included extensive and unintended threats to ecological
stability, in particular to the reproductive cycles of avian species (Carson, 1962).
Epidemiologic studies suggest occupational exposure to pesticides might increase risk of
neurological diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, as well as numerous cognitive impairments
(Kim et al., 2016). For example, a study in Sweden regarding plasma concentrations of three
8

organo-chlorine (OC) pesticides observed a correlation between higher levels of OC and increased
future risk of cognitive impairment (D.-H. Lee et al., 2016). These effects include vibrational
increases in hands and chronic nerve damage under conditions of long-term direct handling (Stokes
et al., 1995).
In conjunction with these recent findings, over the last several decades, epidemiology
studies have yielded significant associations between pesticide exposure and several cancers and
neurological diseases (Owens et al., 2010). A plethora of proposed molecular and genetic pathways
have been developed to explain how pesticide compounds can cause or influence carcinogenesis.
Pathways include the direct proliferation of cancer cells (United Nations, 2001; Dunnill & Parkin,
2012; Silke & Meier, 2013; Feitelson et al., 2015) and genotoxic mechanisms (Dybing et al., 1995;
Griffiths et al., 2000), or interference with cellular/bodily systems that can induce carcinogenesis,
such as peroxisome proliferation in cells (Dybing et al., 1995; Cooper, 2000) and disruptions to
the endocrine system (Falck Jr. et al., 1992; Vettorazzi et al., 1995; Bender, 2009; Matisova &
Hrouzkov, 2012). Given this, it is important to study the patterns behind a multitude of pesticide
exposure health risks to be confident that pesticide compounds are safe and assess lingering risks
posed by decades of historical pesticide application.
Lipophilic compounds such as rotenone pose unique exposure risks. These pesticides can
easily accumulate in fatty tissue, causing health problems due to long-term build-up of pesticidecompounds. Lipophilic nature can also allow these pesticides to bioaccumulate through the food
chain, through vectors such as scavengers consuming pesticide-killed insects. Going up the foodchain, these pesticide compounds can disproportionally accumulate in the fatty tissues of animals
which will eventually be consumed by humans. Furthermore, these pesticides can be transferred
between individuals, such as through excretory routes between mothers and their children in the
placenta and breast milk (Siddiqui & Saxena, 1985).
There are many cancer sites which have shown considerable evidence suggesting
associations between pesticide exposure and increased risk, including bladder cancer, leukemia,
and liver cancer (Alavanja & Hoppin, 2004). Table 2 summarizes many of these major pesticidecancer associations (L. Hardell & Sandström, 1979; Mabuchi et al., 1979, 1980; Eriksson et al.,
1981; Donna et al., 1984; Vineis et al., 1987; Lennart Hardell & Eriksson, 1988; Falk et al., 1990;
Wingren et al., 1990; Blair & Zahm, 1991; Forastiere et al., 1993; Blair & Zahm, 1995; Nanni et
al., 1996; Acquavella et al., 1998; Khuder et al., 1999; Alavanja et al., 2004; McGlynn et al., 2008;
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Bender, 2009; Shim Youn K. et al., 2009; Alexander et al., 2012; Rau et al., 2012; Amr et al., 2013;
Knower et al., 2014; Lerro et al., 2015; VoPham et al., 2015; Koutros et al., 2016; Polanco
Rodríguez et al., 2017). See Appendix A4 for a summary of the molecular and biological pathways
related to pesticide-induced carcinogenesis.

Table 2: Pesticide-cancer associations. All sources compiled from literature review.

Cancer

Articles Cited

Bladder

Amr et al., 2013; Koutros et al., 2016

Bone

Rau et al., 2012

Brain

Shim Youn K. et al., 2009

Breast

Knower et al., 2014

Colon

Alexander et al., 2012

Leukemia

Nanni et al., 1996

Liver

VoPham et al., 2015

Lung

Mabuchi et al., 1979, 1980

Multiple Myeloma

Khuder et al., 1999

Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma

Blair & Zahm, 1991, 1995

Ovarian

Donna et al., 1984; Lerro et al., 2015

Pancreatic

Falk et al., 1990; Forastiere et al., 1993

Prostate

Acquavella et al., 1998; Blair & Zahm, 1991;
Alavanja et al., 2004

Soft-tissue Sarcoma

Hardell & Sandström, 1979; Eriksson et al.,
1981; Vineis et al., 1987; Hardell & Eriksson,
1988; Wingren et al., 1990

Testis

McGlynn et al., 2008

Thyroid

Bender, 2009

Uterus

Polanco Rodríguez et al., 2017
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Despite existing evidence of pesticide impacts on human and ecological health,
establishing epidemiological causality takes much study, requiring controlled experiments and
troves of data to produce correlations of sufficient confidence. This means it can take many years
to establish such causality with a specific pesticide compound or pesticide-chemical class. There
exist thousands of unique pesticide compounds currently in use (and many more which have been
developed over the last several decades), of which few have received rigorous study. Many
associations between current-use pesticides and human health risks have been observed, but
sufficient evidence to establish epidemiological causality is lacking (Kim et al., 2016).
Furthermore, pesticide compounds, especially older ones, can persist in and propagate
through the environment for extended periods of time. One such progenerating mechanism
includes atmospheric deposition, in which some pesticide molecules are carried up into the
atmosphere during application, where they can persist for extended periods of time. Compounds
can be transported great distances, until they are ultimately returned to the surface-environment
through dry and wet deposition processes.
For example, a multitude of pesticide compounds were observed in precipitation samples
in Keji National Park, Nova Scotia. Some of these compounds had been banned in Canada for
decades, indicating that they had either traveled or persisted for long periods of time in the
atmosphere (Brun et al., 2008). Pesticides can also persist for prolonged periods of time in other
environmental conditions, such as soil. For example, some DDT compounds were observed to
have a half-life of 11.7 years in the soil of agricultural fields (Cooke & Stringer, 1982). Therefore,
the impact of possible health effects of persistent pesticide compounds in the environment is
another area of concern.
While pesticide use is widespread, and the potential modalities of exposure and related
epidemiology are complex, it may be possible to spatially link elevated levels of cancer to areas
of concentrated pesticide application. Such data-driven spatial analysis provides a way to indirectly
assess the pesticide-cancer association health-risk without the issues related to survey-based
studies or the ethical and logistical conundrums of direct human testing (VoPham et al., 2015).
This study employed such spatial analysis, building off work conducted by the University
of Pittsburgh, NIH, and NCI in California (VoPham et al., 2015) and cancer research by Cornell
University (Pesticide Sales and Use Reporting, 2017). VoPham et al., (2015) used GIS to perform
a novel data-linkage between health data and pesticide application data in California in order to
11

assess the association between pesticides and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). I used this
methodology to perform a similar analysis in the state of New York (NYS).
1.4 Pesticide Use in NYS
Over the range of the study period, from 1997 to 2017, it is estimated that over 1 billion
pounds of pesticide were applied in NYS. On average, around 50 million pounds of pesticide were
applied year to year, across an annual average of 3,836 unique pesticide products (Pesticide Sales
and Use Reporting, 2017). Pesticide use peaked at the beginning of the study period in 1997 with
over 83 million pounds applied. After 1997 use dropped sharply to its lowest point in 2001, with
around 35 million pounds applied. Since 2001 pesticide use has been steadily increasing, hovering
between 50 to 60 million pounds of annual applications between 2014 and 2017 (Figure 4).
In the focus area of this study, the nine-county region around Monroe County, an estimated
total of over 101 million pounds of pesticide were applied from 1997 to 2017. On average, around
5 million pounds of pesticide were applied annually. Pesticide use in the AOI follows the state
trend, except for the large amounts of application at the beginning of the study period as seen in
the state in 1997 and 1998. In the nine-county region, use steadily increases over the full study
period, increasing from approximately 2 million to over 6 million pounds. Overall, this region
accounts for around 10% of statewide use, with Monroe County accounting for most of the use in
the region at over 50% (Figure 5).
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Figure 4 – Estimated total pounds of applied pesticide in NYS from 1997 to 2017. Note the very
high use in 1997.
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Figure 5 – Estimated total pounds of applied pesticide in Nine-County Region from 1997 to 2017.
Note the steady trend of increase in use and the large proportion of use in Monroe County.
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The high rates of use seen over the whole state in 1997 and 1998 are due to counties outside
of the focus area, in particular Queens County and several counties in the Long Island area and
near NYC. These areas could be outliers, showing significantly higher use than the rest of the data
distribution. An event likely linked to these high rates of use is control measures related to the
1999 West Nile virus outbreak in NYC (CDC, 1999). Indeed, these areas show use more in line
with the rest of the state after 2001 when the virus was largely contained and mosquito populations
under control. Interestingly, most data during these years is reported in gallons, while most samples
over the whole study period are reported in pounds. This makes sense as it corresponds with aerial
spraying of pesticides to reduce mosquito populations. Such a control measure was employed to
deal with West Nile, which included pesticide spraying over much of NYC and mosquito breeding
grounds in the surrounding counties (CDC, 1999). In general, if we ignore these outliers, or focus
on just the nine-county region, it is clear that pesticide use (or at least reported use) has been
steadily increasing over the past two decades.

1.5 Issues with Pesticide Use Reporting
There are significant issues with pesticide oversight in NYS. Sales and use reports are often
based on self-reporting laws (NYS DEC, n.d.), where dishonesty, lack of incentive, and the
cumbersome nature of the bureaucratic regulatory system contributes to error in the report data.
For example, in Monroe County, NY, an area consisting of much land-cover associated with
pesticide use (such as lawns, agricultural fields, and golf courses), commercial applicators
(regulatory category which includes specialists that apply pesticides to institutional lawns and golf
courses) are required to keep careful records of pesticide use with the DEC; however, between
seven and eight percent of these records are missing (Orr, 2016).
Pesticide-use reporting regimens can also be disjointed across municipalities. Pesticides,
while largely used by well-trained professionals in agriculture and horticulture, are also readily
available to untrained individuals, who may not be as inclined to follow regulatory law and can be
easily overlooked in oversight programs (Marrs & Ballantyne, 2004). Such individuals may
include consumers applying pesticide to private properties for lawn-care, gardening, and other
needs. Consumers are not required to report pesticide use (and sellers are not required to report
their sales), resulting in a significant portion of pesticide use going un-recorded (Orr, 2016).
14

While these applications may seem small and insignificant on an individual basis, the
amount of pesticide in question increases when considering the population at large. This means
that large volumes of pesticide applications and sales logistics of pesticides are potentially
unaccounted for. This is concerning, given the observed pesticide-cancer associations previously
discussed. To fully grasp the epidemiology behind this potential risk, it is important to examine
the general theory of pesticide-cancer association and finally the specific biochemistry behind
carcinogenesis induced by pesticide exposure.
1.6 Uncertainty in Research and Difficulty in Establishing Confident Epidemiological Conclusions
Epidemiological study is complex, especially when examining pesticide health risks. It is
difficult to understand the significance behind interactions between the large list of pesticide
compounds, external environmental factors, and biological variables (Whitford et al., 2003;
Alavanja et al., 2004). For example, even genetic specific susceptibility is a considerable factor.
Certain population groups and/or individuals may be more at risk to pesticides, specific
compounds, and/or be more susceptible to different biochemical pathways related to
carcinogenesis. In general, some individuals seem to be more sensitive to pesticide exposure than
others (Jenner, 2001). Therefore, complexity is a driving factor of uncertainty in pesticide
epidemiology research. How these variables influence one another is not well understood. Partly
due to this, pesticide related health effects, while showing numerous associations, have not
provided highly confident correlative results (Alavanja & Hoppin, 2004; Kim et al., 2016). Many
studies are inconclusive (Lynge, 1985; Blair & Zahm, 1995; Hu et al., 2002), conflict with other
research (IARC, 1991), show high variance in results (Waddell et al., 2001), and can be difficult
to replicate precisely outside of studies which employ animal testing. Much research is
questionnaire based, often not yielding confident or logical relationships between cancer-risk and
pesticides (Purdue et al., 2007). External variables related to cancer sites are a main factor in
driving research complexity. Each cancer site can have multiple specific external variables and
unique biological pathways.
Much of this uncertainty is caused by the substantial number of external variables when
researching the association between pesticides and cancer. Most past studies examining cancerrisk have relied on the self-reporting of symptoms from pesticide handlers, and extrapolations
based on historical medical records (VoPham et al., 2015). These methods can be notoriously
15

inaccurate given that people may not correctly remember their pesticide usage and exposure
history or may experience symptoms in diverse ways. Setting up controls and methods to account
for external variables such as lifestyle in these cases are difficult. Direct observational studies are
time and resource intensive, requiring decades of research given that cancer can take a very long
time to develop. Complexity of this association is further exacerbated when considering the
hundreds of unique pesticide compounds in current application, each of which might be able to
interact with the body in many ways. Because of this complexity, it is practical to examine specific
pesticide-cancer associations, which can help in drawing more confident conclusions.
1.7 Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) and Pesticides
Of observed pesticide-induced cancer health-risks, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) has
shown some of the most significant associations (Gomaa et al., 2008). HCC is now the most
common primary cancer of the liver (Hepatocellular Carcinoma - Overview - Mayo Clinic, 2019).
Incidence, while decreasing slightly in recent years, is still to the point where HCC is the sixth
most common cancer and the fourth leading cause of cancer related death (Gomaa et al., 2008;
Shen et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2019). Studies, particularly in the U.S., have shown conflicting results
(VoPham et al., 2015). Therefore, further examination of the pesticide association with HCC is
important, with this study helping to further clarify this relationship
External variables specific to HCC (such as pre-existing health conditions, viral infections,
and the influence of life-style related health conditions such as alcoholism or drug use) play a large
factor in driving complexity in HCC-pesticide research (Gomaa et al., 2008; Niu et al., 2016). One
external variable of interest is how the impacts of pesticide exposure are affected by pre-existing
health conditions. Some viral conditions, such as hepatitis, can increase the risk of HCC on their
own. There have been observations suggesting that in the presence of pesticide, exposure risk of
HCC from these viral conditions is heightened. Infection of hepatitis-B may be one such viral
condition (Alaa F. Badawi, 1999; Ezzat et al., 2005). Likewise, hepatitis-C virus may have a similar
association factor with HCC under the influence of pesticides (Ezzat et al., 2005).
HCC has been shown to have many direct associations with various pesticides. For
example, multiple case control studies in China showed significant risk increases for HCC from
DDT exposure (McGlynn et al., 2008; Persson et al., 2012). Researchers have noted the
organochlorine pesticide chemical class has been associated to increased risk of HCC, but
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associations with organophosphates and carbamates are also often observed (VoPham et al., 2015).
There are various bio-chemical mechanisms theorized to be behind the ability of pesticide
compounds to interact with the body to induce cancer. Of the proposed mechanisms discussed
behind the general pesticide-cancer relationship, mechanisms thought to be involved with HCC
induction include spontaneous initiation of genetic changes, cytotoxicity with persistent cell
proliferation, oxidative stress, inhibition of apoptosis, and construction of activated receptors
(Lehmann et al., 1995; Cattley et al., 1998; Griffiths et al., 2000; Dunnill & Parkin, 2012; Silke &
Meier, 2013). See Appendix A5 for more detailed descriptions of the discussed mechanisms.
1.8 Spatial Analysis
This issue of uncertainty and difficulty of direct study can be addressed in part by using
spatial study and large-scale data sets. The geographic nature of spatial models allows for more
levels of information and possible relationships to be examined in the data. Most readily apparent
is the ability for simultaneous visual representation of experimental and predictor variables and
their spatial relationships (Longley & Batty, 1996; Tom Koch, 2005; Owens et al., 2010; VoPham
et al., 2015; Kamel Boulos et al., 2019). Spatial analysis is not new to epidemiology, going back
nearly two-hundred years to the mapping of Cholera deaths across London by John Snow. By
performing this analysis, Snow could see the geographic grouping of Cholera cases, eventually
attributing the source to infected water pumps (Snow, 1855). Regarding pesticide epidemiology,
potential cases of pesticide-health risk can be compared to sites of application. Multiple facets of
health-risk analysis and additional layers of data can be combined into a singular model (VoPham
et al., 2015). For example, layers of supplementary information, such as meteorological data, can
be added into a spatial model to predict pesticide-dispersal vectors, creating a more fine-tuned
analysis and potentially more accurate representation of the complex systems involved.
Information on HCC sites, other cancer sites, and pesticide application areas can be
compared for correlations. Additional variables which effect pesticide dispersal, such as runoff of
agricultural fields and wind patterns, can be modeled. Historical data and imagery can also be used
to estimate how pesticide has been applied over time and how the spatial distribution of application
has changed. Multiple layers of data like this can be combined to build a versatile model of
potential exposures to pesticides and compare them to HCC occurrences (VoPham et al., 2015). A
multi-variate spatial analysis of this kind can be said to more effectively understand the pesticide17

cancer risk association, while helping reduce uncertainty in conclusions.

1.9 Purpose and Project Overview
The purpose of this study was to examine the potential HCC-risk posed by pesticides from
a spatial basis using GIS techniques combined with geocoded data. While focusing on HCC, risk
of other cancer types was assessed for comparison with results.
Cancer types known to be associated with pesticides (Table 2) were assessed and compared
against cancer types known to not be associated with pesticides. These cancer types were examined
as a check on the model. For example, if associated and non-associated cancers show similar trends
with pesticides then it is likely that any observed correlations are spurious. Cancer sites which
have not shown evidence of pesticide-association include esophagus, kidney, and mesothelioma
(Weichenthal Scott et al., 2010). Table 3 summarizes many of these non-associated cancers.
Analysis of non-associated cancers was limited to mesothelioma due to time constraints and the
fact that mesothelioma has the least potential of theoretical association with pesticides, as its only
known cause is asbestos exposure (Brooks et al., 1992; W. J. Lee et al., 2004; Chow et al., 2010;
Wang et al., 2011; Yildirim et al., 2014; Steuer et al., 2017; National Cancer Institute, 2019)..
Table 3: Cancers not associated with pesticides. All sources compiled from literature review.
Cancer

Articles Cited

Esophagus

Yildirim et al., 2014

Kidney

Chow et al., 2010

Larynx

Steuer et al., 2017

Mesothelioma

Brooks et al., 1992

Nasal

National Cancer Institute, 2019

Oral

Wang et al., 2011

Stomach

W. J. Lee et al., 2004

The research highlighted relationships in existing pesticide reporting and medical records
in and around Monroe County, New York, and other areas of NYS (including full state overview)
to contribute meaningful data to the field of epidemiological pesticide research. A GIS model was
used to build this relationship consisting of volumes of applied pesticide to occurrences of HCC
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and other cancer sites at a census block group-zip-code aggregation. I provided a preliminary
analysis and proposal regarding the quality of oversight in pesticide sales and use reporting in
NYS. This built on the work of previous studies, aiding the scientific community in reaching
confident epidemiological conclusions. This study showcased the use of GIS in epidemiology and
risk-assessment, in which spatial analysis may enhance cohort studies.
Pesticides are heavily used throughout our environment; therefore, investigating possible
health impacts is particularly important to the design process of public policy. For example, by
possessing a better understanding of known and unintentional associated health-risks with
pesticides, such as HCC, policy makers will be able to more readily gauge their externalities
(associated health costs with pesticide use) when creating regulations. How pesticide use is
distributed throughout the environment, as well as the effectiveness of current regulatory policies,
will further aid decision makers in the future.
My study developed a statistical model to investigate the association between pesticide
exposure and indices of HCC in different regions and subsets of NYS. Evidence of association
was discovered, including positive linear relationships in areas of higher pesticide use, and the
importance of pesticide exposure highlighted by multi-variate spatially weighted regression
models. This study did not attempt to establish or measure a causal relationship, only to highlight
potential positive associations or correlations with the aim of adding meaningful data to help
researchers better understand the possible link between pesticide exposure and cancer. A study by
VoPham et al. (2015) used spatial statistics and GIS modeling in an analogous manner to examine
the relationship between a broad class of pesticides and HCC risk.
Geo-spatial statistical models were created using multivariable conditional logistical
regressions (both linear and non-linear) and spatial analyst tools. Statistical analysis was verified
following regression diagnostics procedures (such as 𝑅 2 , p-values, AICc, model out of bag
errors, explanatory range diagnostics, goodness of fit, collinearity, linearity of the logit, outliers,
and influential points) to see if the levels of uncertainty/statistical error are within range for
meaningful analysis. It was found that pesticide exposure had a statistically significant impact on
the distribution of HCC counts in models utilizing forest-based classification and regression.
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2 Methods
2.1 Study Population, Cancer Data, and Areas of Interest
NYS Department of Health (DOH) provides cancer mapping datasets (Cancer Mapping
Data: 2011-2015 | Health Data NY, 2018). These datasets consist of newly diagnosed cancer
among NYS residents from 2005 to 2009 and 2011 to 2015. Data recording began as a response to
legislation signed into law in 2010. Data is recorded as two 5-year periods of indices before and
after the 2010 census (data was compiled for previous 5 years before legislation went into effect).
Due to this, 2010 is not included as a reporting year. Cancer data are reported in five year
increments, as the number of HCC indices can vary significantly year to year. (About the Data,
2018; Cancer Mapping Data: 2011-2015 | Health Data NY, 2018). The dataset covers 23
anatomical cancer types and is aggregated at the census-block group level (Figures 6 & 7).
These datasets also include expected counts and cancer highlights. These highlights detail
whether cancer is at elevated levels, normal levels, or in deficit within each block group as
determined by a spatial scan statistic applied to the datasets. For cancer to be considered elevated,
there had to be at least 50 percent more observed cases than expected in a block group. To be
considered in deficit, a block group had to show at least 50 percent less observed cases of cancer
compared to expected. Areas that were targeted as either elevated or in deficit were further
observed using a spatial scan statistic to determine if the observances were chance occurrences. If
a block group was determined to be a random outlier by the spatial scan it was considered to show
normal cancer levels (About the Data, 2018).
These cancer data were aggregated with zip-code geographies using Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Zip-code to Census Block Group Crosswalk files (HUD
USPS ZIP Code Crosswalk Files | HUD USER, 2019). This allowed the cancer data to be applied
to a statistical analysis with pesticide data using spatial modeling (NYSDOH, 2013). The census
data also provided socioeconomic and demographic data for further comparisons. The population
study area included Monroe County and the nine surrounding counties in upstate NY. Analyses
were also be performed at multiple stratified levels, starting at the individual county level going
up to the entire state, including geographic AOIs generated from Multivariate Cluster Analysis
(MCA).
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Figure 6 – Observed counts of liver cancer from 2005-2015 across NYS and within the Nine
County Region.

Figure 7 – Total observed counts of cancer from 2005-2015 across NYS and within the Nine
County Region.
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2.2 Pesticide Exposure
Agricultural pesticide exposure was estimated using New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC, 2017) pesticide reports aggregated to the zip-code level.
These records cover a twenty-year period from 1997 to 2017. Pesticide reports were obtained under
the Pesticide Reporting Law (PRL). The PRL, enacted on July 8, 1996, makes NYSDEC
responsible for the collection of annual reports detailing sales and use of pesticide activity for the
previous calendar year. Commercial applicators are required to submit pesticide use to annual
reports; however, since the PRL allows regulated communities to submit handwritten reports, some
data are indecipherable, or may have been miscommunicated along the reporting chain.
One issue arises in how reports are collected, as applicators can report use in gallons or
pounds. There are several reports in which both units are reported, or different applications are
recorded as either gallons or pounds on the same report. Additionally, while it is a common
standard to report the amount of final mixture, some reports are listing amounts of specific
pesticide compound instead. This makes estimating the true total application difficult.
PRL reports (especially for smaller applicators) are also sometimes not stringently enforced
(NYSDEC, 2017). The zip-code a pesticide is bought in is also not necessarily the zip-code where
it is used, making linkages between pesticide sales and the location of pesticide use in each zipcode difficult.
These issues are easily visualized when looking at sales and use ratios of volumes (similar
trends appear in weight data) of applied pesticides per zip-code in 2009, in which zip-codes show
unrealistic ratios. For example, some zip-codes show more sales than use (or vice versa), or for a
given year (2009). (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 – Volume ratio of use to sales for pesticide in Monroe County and the 6 adjacent counties
in 2009. Note zip-codes with no sales/missing records or high pesticide use with low sales.
To deal with issues in the data generated by the PRL, NYSDEC partnered with Cornell
University to organize, improve, and validate pesticide report data (Cornell has also been the
repository of PRL reports since data collection began in 1997). This is a large and on-going
undertaking, dealing with a high volume of data. So far data have been validated up until 2013,
with great improvements to the dataset having recently been released to the public. Data from 2014
to 2017 have been released, but are still under review (NYSDEC, 2017).
Pesticides, which were initially reported by product name, were converted to EPA
registration number. Recently released, poor, and irregular data were tagged as either unreported
(for records with missing critical fields), illegible, invalid (EPA registration number had not been
registered in NYS or reported in zip-code outside NYS), or irregular for improperly reported fields
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(NYSDEC, 2017). This allows for potentially bad data to be separated out or further investigated
for possible uses/validity. For example, of reported gallons of pesticide used in the 2001 report,
0.03% was illegible, 0.3% was invalid, 0.8% was irregular, and 0.6% was unreported. Data were
improved using an extensive computerized quality assurance process which identified possibly
irregular data points. Investigators at Cornell contacted businesses with these out of range values
and data were subsequently corrected. However, it must be remembered that PRL data are selfreported, which adds to uncertainty in the analysis (NYSDEC, 2017).
Data were assessed for distribution, with necessary transformations applied (such as log
transforms) to determine that the data could be used for meaningful statistical analysis. Outliers
were identified and the proper statistical tests were applied, such as using non-linear regression
functions and principal component analysis (PCA), as the data are highly skewed in both the
pesticide and cancer datasets, with a few block-groups/zip-codes showing much higher cancer
counts or pesticide use compared to the rest of the distribution. These areas were identified as
potential outliers and removed, largely consisting of urban centers, which differ greatly in makeup
and are overly complex systems compared to much of NYS. This made it impossible for any single
model to effectively represent relationships in these areas with the data available.
PRL reports include pounds and/or volume (in gallons) of sold or applied pesticide, EPA
chemical registration number, and zip-code of sale or application (NYS DEC, n.d.). These reports
were used to estimate application intensity of HCC-linked pesticide chemical classes, general
cancer-linked pesticide chemical classes, and total pesticide application intensity aggregated at the
zip-code level. Pesticide use (application intensity) is estimated as a cumulative combination of
gallons and pounds. Gallons were converted to pounds based on the density of water and added to
reported pounds to get an estimate of the total pounds of pesticide applied within a zip-code (Figure
9). EPA chemical registration numbers tied to each record allowed for the mapping of specific
pesticide compounds/products, though these records were limited and restricted to a few years.
Information from the NYS DOH was used to examine HCC and other cancer indices in relation to
pesticide application intensity over the study period.
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Figure 9 – Pounds of applied pesticide in 2013 across NYS and the Nine County Region.
2.3 Covariates
Additional demographic information (such as population transfer rates) were helpful in
accounting for people moving into and out of zip-codes/census-tracts and the effects of cancerlatency. Furthermore, census-tract demographic information (which was aggregated with the zipcode level) was used to account for external variables related to cancer, such as lifestyle, race,
ethnicity, gender, and age. These variables were spatially linked using GIS. Commands such as
Enrich were used to model lifestyle assessment, which compares data against ESRI compiled
health databases through the Tapestry Segmentation product (Tapestry, n.d.).
Some of these variables were more difficult to estimate and apply weights for in statistical
analysis. For example, without access to more detailed and highly confidential individual patient
records, variables like lifestyle were difficult to quantify in a way that could be directly controlled
for. With the datasets available to this study, variables such as rates of smoking, alcohol
consumption, and socio-economic distribution were used to provide rough estimates of lifestyle.
Data on population transfer rates were used to make estimations on average lengths of residency.
2.4 Statistical Analysis
Pesticide exposure was combined spatially with NYS DOH data describing counts of HCC
sites based on zip-code/census block-group aggregated areas. Risk-correlation for HCC was
determined using multivariable conditional logistical regression models such as random-intercept
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logistic regression, ordinary least-squares regression, and generalized linear regression.
Random-intercept logistic regression is a statistical test which can be used to look for intercorrelation between individuals in sub-sample groups based on an additional parameter. The level
of correlation determines how a subsequent statistical analysis is applied (VoPham et al., 2015).
After establishing that inter-correlation was low, VoPham et al. (2015) used simpler statistical
models to assess associations between pesticide exposure and HCC. Several tests were used to
compare results including chi-square, one-way ANOVA, and Kruskal-Wallis.
Ordinary least-squares is a commonly used spatial regression method which works well
with GIS modeling (Tu, 2011). A more robust geographically weighted regression (GRW) was
needed to consider additional variables and account for spatial weighting across the different
aggregate areas which may show extremely high variance in pesticide application rates. GWR is
useful when dealing with highly variant and non-normal datasets (Tu, 2011). Applying statistical
weights to aggregate areas was useful in accounting for the data-set issues described above and
was used in more robust analysis that again takes into consideration outside variables, such as the
area or population of zip-codes/census-tracts.
Ultimately, principal component analysis, multivariate cluster analysis, and non-linear, AI
driven modeling tools, such as forest-based classification and regression, were used to build the
final model.
The effect of 10- and 15-year lags was examined by the model using the data currently
available in NYS. The effects of 20-year lags or more would require backwards estimation of
pesticide use based on available lower resolution historical data and the observed trends in the
currently available zip-code level dataset in NYS. Covariates provided by NYS DOH data
(representing various ailments, such as alcoholic liver disease and hepatitis diseases, which are
strongly correlated with HCC) were not available at low enough resolution without IRB approval
from NYS DOH (NYS DOH, 2019).
As the model developed, new variables were added, such as percent of agricultural land
per aggregate area and income levels, to examine the influence of pesticide dispersal vectors, the
possibility of additional relationships, and externalities. This analysis was performed on HCC and
Mesothelioma at differing geographic extents.
Model variables for the specific HCC-pesticide association are summarized in Table 4.
Initial dataset investigations have been conducted in ArcMap 10.4 and ArcGIS Pro. The GIS spatial
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model was primarily constructed and analyzed using ArcGIS Pro, utilizing the spatial statistics,
spatial analyst toolsets and geo-statistical wizard (ESRI, 2020a). Principle component analysis was
performed in R using the prcomp function (The R Foundation, 2020).
Table 4: GIS spatial model designated study variables.
Variable Description
HCC counts Counts of HCC cases
Pesticide exposure Estimated from NYS PUR
Alcoholic Liver Disease Established to increase HCC risk
Hepatitis Diseases Established to increase HCC risk
Life Style Lifestyle can be related to HCC induction,
such as alcoholism
Demographics Race, ethnicity, gender, age
Population Transfer Average settlement times, rates of
immigration and emigration from aggregate
regions
Percent of Agricultural/Pesticide Intensive The amount of agricultural land in a given
Land zip-code/block group can be used to represent
potential levels of exposure to application, as
in exposure is expected to be higher in areas
with greater density of agricultural land use
(as well as some other pesticide intensive
land uses such as golf-courses).
Income Levels Economic condition can influence pesticide
exposure. For examples, lower income
individuals (especially in urban areas), might
have less access to higher quality produce
which has been better washed pre-consumer,
and/or uses less or no pesticide treatment.
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2.5 General Model Design & Range of Data Analyzed
Investigations began with a focus on a snapshot of the dataset, measuring a 10-year lag
between pesticide exposure in 2001 and indices of Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) from 20112015. Research was limited to this data range while testing modeling tools and developing the
subsequent methodology in constructing more robust final models. This was done in order to
maintain consistency while testing out modeling tools and parameters. After the optimal modeling
tools and design were formulated, analysis on other year ranges of data and cancer types were
performed, along with the addition of further co-variates. The final model was comprised of an
exposure period from 1997 to 2001, measuring a 10-14-year lag between this exposure period and
HCC indices beginning in 2011 and ending in 2015. Data from 2005 to 2009 was not modeled as
pesticide records did not go back far enough to provide a 10-year lag. It is highly unlikely that
HCC would be induced less than 10 years after exposure (Gomaa et al., 2008). An additional model
was developed using mesothelioma indices as the dependent variable as a check on the HCC model
(since mesothelioma is widely regarded to not be associated with pesticide exposure (Brooks et
al., 1992).
Models primarily used counts of HCC as the dependent variable. While HCC data are
highly skewed towards low counts, attempts to normalize the dataset did not improve model
performance. Experiments were performed using numerous log transforms (natural log, base 10,
etc.), which ultimately had little effect on distribution. One avenue of testing included removing 0
and low count classes, and testing on only high-count classes, both of which did not produce viable
models (n = 925 and n = 361 zip-codes, respectively; see Table 12 for model type and general
results summaries, A1 for summaries of major model permutations, and A2 for details on specific
model permutations).
Normalizing HCC counts to population in the form of HCC rates also did not produce
viable models (𝑅 2 = −0.003; see Table 12 for model type and general results summaries, A1 for
summaries of major model permutations, and A2 for details on specific model permutations).
Using population as its own independent predictor in a multi-variate regression produced more
robust models. This is likely a fact of the overall low prevalence of HCC in the general population,
resulting in small HCC rate values and little actual variance between zip-codes.
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Models primarily used total pounds of applied pesticide transformed by the natural log as
the measure of pesticide exposure. The pesticide dataset is highly skewed, and the natural log
transform does a good job at normalizing the dataset. It must be noted that using non-transformed
pesticide data did not have a significant effect on model metrics such as R2, error-values, residual
distribution, and variable importance.
Normalizing pesticide use to area to create a pesticide density variable (𝑙𝑏𝑠/𝑚𝑖 2 ), as done
by VoPham et al. (2015), did not produce viable models. Like the HCC data, leaving Area as its
own independent predictor in a multi-variate regression produced more viable models. VoPham et
al. (2015), having access to restricted individualized patient information, was able to create a casecontrol study, focusing less on spatial weighting, which may be a reason as to why pesticide density
was able to be used.
Model co-variates include area (𝑚𝑖 2 ), population, land use, and demographic information.
Population was sourced from the 2010 census, spatially linked to block-groups in the DOH cancer
mapping datasets (Cancer Mapping Data: 2005-2009 | Health Data NY, 2015; Cancer Mapping
Data: 2011-2015 | Health Data NY, 2018). Other demographic and lifestyle data were sourced
from ESRI databases and allocated to zip-codes using the Enrich command (ESRI, n.d.-a). Percent
agricultural land was calculated using USDA “Cropscape” Cropland Data Layers. These data
layers consist of land-use/land-cover rasters, including detailed information on different types of
agricultural land use (Han et al., 2012). These rasters were imported into ArcGIS and converted to
polygons. Generated polygons were intersected with zip-code geographies to determine the
percent agricultural land within each zip-code. See A3 for land-uses defined as agricultural.
Rural-Urban Commuting Area (RUCA) codes were used to classify zip-code geographies
as primarily either rural or urban (Figure 10). RUCA codes consist of scores applied to census
tracts based on commuting flow and time to commute between metropolitan areas (Hellerstien et
al., 2019). It must be noted that many small size cities, such as Canandaigua, become classified as
rural at the zip-code level due to natural loss in resolution.
It was discovered that population, smoking, and alcohol consumption were highly
correlated. To address this, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to transform these
variables, with the generated principal components (PCs) used in place of raw data in final model
designs (see Table 5 for example of final variables in model design and variable descriptions).
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PCA is often used to transform co-linear variables in multiple-regression models (Maitra & Yan,
2008; Feng et al., 2016). For example, Maitra & Yan, (2008) demonstrated how dimension
reduction though PCA can be used to reduce spatial autocorrelation in multi-variate regressions,
such as predictive models for insurance based applications, in which many of the predictor
variables are highly correlated with each other.

Figure 10 – Zip-codes classified as either Rural or Urban.
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Table 5: GIS spatial model variables used in final FBCR model.
Variable
HCC counts

Description
Counts of HCC cases (Cancer Mapping Data:
2005-2009 | Health Data NY, 2015; Cancer
Mapping Data: 2011-2015 | Health Data NY,
2018)
Pesticide exposure
Natural Log Transform of Total Pounds of
Applied Pesticide (Estimated from NYS PUR)
Alcohol Consumption
PCA transform of counts of individuals that
drank vodka in the last 6 months from ESRI
database (ESRI, 2020a)
Smoking
PCA transform of counts of individuals that
smoked cigarettes in the past year (ESRI,
2020a)
Population Growth
Yearly rate of population growth or decline per
year (ESRI, 2020a)
Percent of Agricultural/Pesticide Intensive The amount of agricultural land in a given zipLand
code/block group can be used to represent
potential levels of exposure to application, as
in exposure is expected to be higher in areas
with greater density of agricultural land use (as
well as some other pesticide intensive land
uses such as golf-courses). Agricultural landuse information sourced from CropLand Data
Layer (Han et al., 2012)
Population
PCA transform of counts of individuals from
2010 census
Area
Area in Square Miles
Agricultural Workers
Counts of agricultural workers
Rural/Urban Classification
Classification as either Rural or Urban based
on Census RUCA codes
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2.6 Study Extents and Areas of Interest
Initial modeling was performed across all NYS and an AOI consisting of the 9-county
region around Rochester, NY. In early models, results tended to conflict and/or differ between the
AOI and full state extents, such as pesticides showing no significant, or negative relationships in
the AOI, but significant and positive relationships when modeling the entire state.
These inconsistent results led to the creation of more AOIs around the Buffalo and
Syracuse regions in Upstate NY, consisting of similar geographic distributions to the Rochester
AOI (centralized large urban area, surrounded by sub-urban areas and rural areas beyond that, with
much smaller urban centers dispersed throughout). Creating additional AOIs allowed for
comparison of the same model across similar geographies to see if results were consistent and
investigate discrepancies between AOI and NYS models. See Figure 11 for AOI extents and Table
6 for zip-code sample sizes at the different study extents.
In early model designs, results were inconsistent, even between the AOIs themselves. As
model design developed with the incorporation of more covariates, more complex types of
regression and the removal of outliers, results became more consistent between AOIs and the full
state models; however, even with final model designs, correlation values tend to be lower when
focusing on an AOI, rather than the state. This is likely a result of significantly lower zip-code
sample sizes within an AOI compared to all NYS. See Table 6 for AOI zip-code sample sizes,
population, and area information.
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Figure 11 – Rochester, Syracuse, and Buffalo regional AOIs.
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Table 6 – Number of zip-code samples, population, and area per spatial extent. Outliers removed.
Extent

Number of Zip-codes

Population

Area (SQMI)

NYS

1408

10,849,192

46,623

Rochester AOI

166

1,310,800

6,223

Syracuse AOI

207

1,141,201

10,095

Buffalo AOI

135

1,259,259

4,394

2.7 Data Aggregation
Different aggregation methods and geographies were experimented with, including
downwards aggregation to census block groups and upwards aggregation to zip-codes. Ultimately,
zip-code level aggregation produced the most robust models. Cancer data at the census block group
level was summed to the tract level, then aggregated upwards to the zip-code level using Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) crosswalk files. Due to the nature of zip-codes (designed for mail
delivery, irregular and disjointed shapes, large range of areas, etc.), it is difficult to allocate
incidence data between zip-codes and other geographies, often resulting in distorted data. These
files, using a proprietary algorithm developed by HUD, allocate tracts to zip-codes based on ratio
values calculated from geographic and demographic information, primarily based on residential
ratios (Wilson & Din, Alexander, 2020).
Downwards aggregation to tracts and block groups was attempted and found to be highly
inaccurate. Aggregation at the zip-code level was viable for use in statistical models; however,
errors and artifacts resulting from aggregation are still present (census block groups do not share
a direct relationship with zip-codes, and there are some instances in which block groups are larger
than zip-codes in remote areas). The best way to aggregate data between disjointed spatial extents
is still highly debated, and there is no uniform methodology to perform a perfect aggregation
(Wilson & Din, Alexander, 2020).
One possible method of reducing aggregation error is converting vector data to raster
surfaces. This would be a good avenue of future study. For example, pesticide and cancer data
could be converted from polygons into raster surfaces, modeling a gradient of potential HCC risk.
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Additionally, it has been demonstrated that Landsat and other remote sensing data can be used to
estimate agricultural pesticide exposure (VoPham et al., 2015).
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3 Results & Discussion
3.1 Linear Regression Models
Initial model design was based on linear regressions, utilizing Generalized Linear
Regression (GLR) and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) tools in ArcGIS. OLS, while similar to GLR,
performs a specialized form of linear regression, utilizing a single regression equation to represent
the process (ESRI, 2020d). This is compared to the generalized form of multiple linear regression
techniques in GLR (ESRI, n.d.-f). Results between these two tests tend to be similar. This was
expected as the tests are closely related, although GLR does not provide a global correlation value,
focusing primarily on individual variable regression coefficients.
GLR and OLS models showed non-normal and highly patterned residuals, indicative of
significant spatial autocorrelation (Figure 13). Plotting standardized residuals across zip-code
geographies revealed clusters of deviance. The greatest positive deviance (and thus poorest model
over-prediction) tended to be in urban centers. Generally, models under predicted HCC counts in
rural areas and over predicted HCC counts in urban areas (Figure 14). This indicated that the
disparity between urban and rural systems needed to be accounted for, which led to the creation of
the Urban/Rural classification variable. This variable improved model performance for the most
part (especially in suburban areas); however, centers of large cities still tended to show high levels
of deviance, which is why these geographies were removed in the outlier analysis.
The pesticide exposure variable often returned a non-significant or negative correlation
coefficient, with inconsistent results based on model design, such as between differing spatial
extents. Correlation values were extremely low (𝑅 2 = 0.006) and models were not statistically
significant (based on the Joint-Wald statistic p-value).
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Figure 13 – Residual plots from early GLR and OLS models, showing non-normal and spatially
autocorrelated residuals.

Figure 14 – Example of geographic patterns in residuals in OLS models (GLR follows similar
distribution). Note how there are groupings of zip-codes sharing the same deviance range, creating
patterns of cluster groups, with the greatest positive deviance in urban centers (highlighted in red).
This indicates that the model is overpredicting HCC counts in urban centers. The blue areas are
where the model is underpredicting HCC counts, largely following suburban distributions. Yellow
areas are low deviance (positive or negative), mostly in rural areas, are where the predicted HCC
count per zip-code more closely matches raw data.
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As model development progressed, such as with the inclusion of the Urban/Rural
classification variable, pesticide exposure began to show statistically significant but weak
relationships. While residuals started to approach something resembling normality and overall
model correlation values were high (𝑅 2 = 0.87), spatial autocorrelation was still an issue, and
global models were not statistically significant. Removing pesticide exposure did not have
significant impacts on overall model performance.
Exploratory Regression (ER) was used to test many regressions of different variable
combinations and at the same time test for relative importance of the pesticide exposure variable.
ER performs multiple OLS models consisting of all possible combinations of input candidate
variables. It then evaluates models, looking for the OLS containing the variable combinate that
best explains the variance in the dependent variable (ESRI, n.d.-b). ER indicated that pesticide use
was an important variable, and showed high correlation values in models incorporating all covariates (𝑅 2 = 0.82); however, results were highly inconsistent between individual resulting OLS
models, no models showed overall significance, and error values were high (Table 12, Appendix
A1 & A2).
These results indicated that there may be an association going on with pesticide use, but
that linear models were incapable of accurately describing or measuring the relationship. Models
would need further development, including addressing issues of multi-collinearity between
predictors, especially between population, smoking, and alcohol consumption.

3.2 Outlier Analysis
It was discovered that large urban areas tend to reduce model performance. It is likely that
the distinctly different geographies between cities and more rural areas and the systems at play are
too complex to model accurately, especially with the data currently available in NYS. Large urban
centers were ultimately removed from model designs, following methodology by VoPham et al.,
(2015).
Pesticide outliers were removed using a density cutoff of 50 times the median use density
(VoPham et al., 2015). Many pesticide use outliers were in the Adirondack region. This is a result
of DEC test plots, in which pesticides are being used to control invasive species, notably the
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emerald ash-borer. Directed by the Adirondack Park Invasive Plant Program, trees are surveyed
for invasive species, and stems designated as impacted are treated with pesticide (APIPP, 2020;
Brandon Loomis, 2020). HCC outliers largely consisted of areas containing hospitals, prisons, and
low-income urban areas. Future studies could add in income/economic based co-variates to
possibly improve model performance in urban areas; though institutions such as hospitals and
prisons would need to be controlled for, which would be difficult This would likely require datasharing partnerships with such institutions, or some kind of metric which could be used to represent
their influence.

3.3 Subset Analysis
A subset analysis was performed on agriculturally intensive zip-codes (≥ 50% cultivated
agricultural land). Results of the subset analysis showed weaker relationships, likely due to
reduced sample size (147 total zip-codes, Figure 15). It may be necessary to use a lower percent
cutoff for agriculturally intensive land to develop robust subset models in NYS. VoPham et al.,
(2015) was able to perform a similar subset analysis in California, which has far more zip-codes
compared to New York (2597 zip-codes in California compared to 1728 in NYS). A future study
could focus on performing this subset analysis in NYS utilizing lower cutoffs of more generous
“agricultural” classifications, such as including all areas classified as non-developed (in NYS there
is a large prevalence of trees and forest fragments interspersed throughout agricultural areas,
resulting in areas consisting of primarily agriculture being underrepresented).

3.4 Non-linear and Spatially Weighted Models: Local Bivariate Relationships
Non-linear models proved to be better at analyzing the complex relationship between HCC
incidence, pesticide exposure, and the litany of co-variates. Investigations of non-linear model
design began with Local Bivariate Relationships (LBR) in ArcGIS. LBR performs localized
regressions between 2 variables, including individual regressions within each zip-code geography,
while simultaneously considering the influence of entropy relating to neighboring geographies.
This allows for the mapping of differing localized relationships across a study extent, enabling
visualization of variable relationships and how relationships change across study areas. LBR
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breaks geographies into six relationship categories: not significant, positive linear, negative linear,
concave, convex, and undefined complex (ESRI, 2020c). See Table 7 for relationship category
descriptions.

Figure 15 – Zip-codes consisting of at least 50% agricultural land use.
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Table 7 – Types of relationships observed by LBR with descriptions.
Relationship
Not Significant

Description
The relationship between the variables is not
statistically significant.
The dependent variable increases linearly as
the explanatory variable increases.
The dependent variable decreases linearly as
the explanatory variable increases.
The dependent variable changes by a concave
curve as the explanatory variable increases,
indicating a logarithmic and/or negative
parabolic relationship.
The dependent variable changes by a convex
curve as the explanatory variable increases,
indicating an exponential and/or positive
parabolic relationship.
The variables are significantly related but
cannot be reliably described by any of the
other categories. Indicates complex non-linear
relationship (higher power polynomial
functions: 𝑥 3 𝑜𝑟 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟)

Positive Linear
Negative Linear
Concave

Convex

Undefined Complex

LBR indicated clusters of different types of relationships. Most interesting were observed
groupings of strong positive linear relationships between pesticide exposure and HCC indices,
usually spread around rural and suburban areas, including areas of intensive agriculture (Figure
16). This result is more evidence of a potential association between pesticide exposure and HCC,
as it is expected that potential exposure will be greatest in suburban and agriculturally intensive
zip-codes.
Individual zip-codes showed strong positive linear relationships as high as R^2=0.95. On
average, approximately 30% of zip-codes showed positive linear relationships across NYS (a
majority of the different relationships observed), with slightly less positive linear relationships
when modeling AOIs (Figure 17). Areas of positive linear relationships are important to this
analysis, as such areas are where pesticide exposure is indicated to have a positive relationship
with HCC indices (greater pesticide exposure is related to more indices of HCC). These results
indicate that a global non-linear multi-variate regression model considering spatial weights and
localization of relationships might perform better compared to the strictly linear and non-spatial
GLR and OLS models.
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Figure 16 – Local Bivariate Relationships test indicating localized relationships between HCC
and Pesticide Use. Positive Linear relationships highlighted in red. Areas displaying this
relationship are important as LBR indicates that increased pesticide exposure is related to higher
indices of HCC in these regions.

Figure 17 – Counts of types of relationship between HCC indices and pesticide exposure per zipcode across full NYS model. Note prevalence of positive linear relationships.
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3.5 Non-linear and Spatially Weighted Models: Geographically Weighted Regression
Based on the LBR results, experimentation with Geographically Weighted Regression
(GWR) in ArcGIS was performed as a base for the next stage of model design. GWR incorporates
the use of non-linear localized multi-variate regressions, fitting a regression equation to every
geography in a spatial extent (ESRI, 2020b). GWR was better able to detect the influence of the
pesticide exposure variable, and correlation values were generally much higher compared to GLR
and OLS models (𝑅 2 = 0.62); however, models were still not statistically significant, showed high
levels of error, and the importance of the pesticide exposure variable was inconsistent based on
model design and parameters. For example, removing the pesticide exposure variable from models
did not significantly impact model performance. Spatial autocorrelation was still an issue, though
less so compared to GLR and OLS models. GWR Residuals were less clustered and distributed
more normally (Figure 18).

Figure 18 – Residual plots from early GWR models, showing improvements in normality and
randomness compared to GLR and OLS.
Results indicated that pesticide exposure in this model ultimately plays a small part in
explaining the total variance in HCC data compared to the main predictors of HCC, such as
hepatitis, alcohol consumption, smoking, and population (Alaa F. Badawi, 1999; Ezzat et al.,
2005). The impact of pesticide exposure (representing a “weak” relationship in multi-variate
regression) was small but statistically significant. Indeed, most HCC indices can be attributed to
factors such as lifestyle, underlying health conditions, and population (Gomaa et al., 2008; Niu et
al., 2016). Further types of analysis and data transforms were able to better detect the influence of
pesticide exposure against the backdrop of other co-variates. Furthermore, it was necessary to
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address issues of multi-collinearity amongst predictor variables to create more viable models. This
led to the use of a Principal Component Analysis.

3.6 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to deal with the issues of multi-collinearity
between variables, as well as better detect the influence of pesticide exposure against the backdrop
of other predictors. Using the PCA prcomp function in R (The R Foundation, 2020), HCC counts
were turned into a multi-dimensional data-cloud. This data-cloud was broken into two clusters
above and below the mean HCC count (5 or more counts of HCC per zip-code indicating above
average incidence).
Plotting eigen value vectors over this data-cloud indicated that pesticide exposure was
playing a part in explaining variance in the High HCC count cluster. Furthermore, the vector for
pesticide exposure (Total_pounds_log) pointed almost in the opposite direction of the low HCC
cluster. This indicates that pesticide exposure is playing a part in driving variance in higher HCC
count classes (Figure 19).
When replacing all predictors with PCs, the component most loaded by pesticide
use (PC5, Table 8) showed a strong positive relationship with HCC data, while other PCs either
showed weak or negative relationships (Figure 20).
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Figure 19 – Principal Component Biplot showing eigen-value vectors of predictor variables over
HCC data cloud (oriented into Low and High-count cluster). Note how the pesticide exposure
vector (Total_pounds_log) points in the direction of the High HCC count cluster, and away from
low count cluster.
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Table 8 – Loading values for Principal Components. Note how PC5 is loaded most by pesticide
use (Total_pounds_log).

Figure 20 – Distributions and relationships between PCs and HCC indices. Note how PC5 shows
a positive relationship and is more normally distributed than other more significant PCs.
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When incorporating just PCs of autocorrelated variables into GWR (population, smoking,
alcohol consumption), the model is more robust and has lower error compared to earlier models.
Correlation values are higher and in a more “viable” range (𝑅 2 = 0.81). Pesticide exposure
consistently explained about 3% of the total variance in HCC indices across the full NYS extent,
explaining slightly less variance in AOI models. Residuals began to approach normality and
showed a more random distribution (Figure 21).

Figure 21 – Residual plots from GWR model incorporating PCs of previously autocorrelated
predictors. Note improvements in residual normality and randomness compared to GWR models
using non-transformed data.

3.7 Forest-Based Classification and Regression
While GWR produced viable models, is still assumes a linear relationship (ESRI, 2020b),
suggesting the need to explore non-linear models. ArcGIS provides robust tools to model complex,
non-linear relationships, so to further evaluate the influence of pesticide exposure, Forest Based
Classification and Regression (FBCR) was used in construction of the final HCC model design.
FBCR assumes a non-linear relationship and has the added benefit of evaluating the importance of
individual predictor variables in multi-variate regressions. The tool is AI driven, utilizing the
random forest algorithm, which is a supervised machine learning method. By creating hundreds
(or even thousands) of decision tree ensembles, the algorithm can study relationships between
variables and build a robust predictive model (Breiman, 2001).
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FBCR models performed well, accurately predicting HCC counts per zip-code; however,
accuracy of count prediction is better in low count classes compared to high count classes (Figure
22). This disparity in count prediction accuracy between low and high-count classes persists from
previous models, though the levels of disagreement and general error are less severe. Most
importantly, FBCR models were consistent between runs, showed higher correlation values, and
over-all models were statistically significant.
Disagreement between the model and actual HCC counts (residuals) tend to occur around
populated areas. The model tends to over-predict in city centers, and under predict in suburban
areas, though this is not always the case. In most rural and wilderness areas, model-predicted HCC
counts are within 1 standard deviation (s.d.) of actual counts (Figure 23).
The 90% confidence prediction interval is tighter around lower HCC count classes,
widening above the mean. This indicates more uncertainty in higher count classes, though the
prediction interval is still relatively small and shows consistent width following a smooth curve.
The narrower prediction interval around zero count classes is likely due to the prevalence of zerocount zip-codes. Overall, the prediction interval reflects a robust model. (Figure 24).
Removing zero-count classes from the model slightly reduces global correlation values
(𝑅 2 = 0.78), likely due to reduced sample size. Otherwise there is not significant change in the
prediction interval, albeit the interval-curve becoming slightly less exponential (smoother) with
the interval narrower around one-count classes and expanding to a consistent width above the
mean, similar to previous FBCR models (Figure 25). In general, model robustness is not
significantly affected by removing zero-count zip-codes.
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Figure 22 – Comparison of actual HCC counts to HCC counts predicted by Random Forest
model in NYS. Close match up between predicted and actual counts. Similar results in AOIs
with close match up between predicted and actual counts. Note how predicted counts are
especially close to actual counts around population centers, forming rings of HCC-density
(suburban areas tend to show the highest HCC counts).
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Figure 23 – Residuals from FBCR model (difference between predicted HCC counts and actual
HCC counts). Note how most deviance occurs around population centers and how deviance is
low (within 1 s.d.) in mostly rural areas. Red areas indicate where the model is over-predicting
HCC counts, and blue areas indicate where the model is under-predicting HCC counts.
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Figure 24 – 90% confidence prediction interval around each zip-code in NYS. Note widening of
interval in higher count classes.

Figure 25 – 90% confidence prediction interval around each zip-code in NYS using 10 validation
runs with 0 HCC count zip-codes removed. Note how the interval does not significantly change
from previous models, albeit a smoother curve and more consistent interval.
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Pesticide exposure is indicated to be an important variable, explaining 8-15% of variance
in HCC indices, depending on spatial extent. While results cannot be directly collated, this is up
from the approximately 3% of variance explained by pesticide exposure in GWR models.
Interestingly, unlike in previous models, NYS does not perform best in FBCR. Instead, the
influence of pesticide exposure varies slightly based on no discernable single factor. This could be
due to the fact that spatial extents are not uniform in zip-code counts, and only similar in
geographic distributions. The random nature of the FBCR algorithm also likely plays a part in this
disparity. See Table 9 for list of spatial extents and relative importance of pesticide exposure.
Table 9 – Percent total variance in HCC counts explained by Pesticide Use variable. Note
variance between spatial extents.
Extent

𝑅2

%Variance explained

n (zip-codes)

by Pesticide Use
NYS

10%

0.79

1408

Rochester

8%

0.76

166

15%

0.76

207

11%

0.76

135

AOI
Syracuse
AOI
Buffalo
AOI

Besides differing percent variance between spatial extents, the relative importance of the
pesticide exposure variable is inconsistent as well, even more so than the raw percent variance
score (Figure 26). Pesticide exposure is the 3rd most important variable in the model (after the first
2 PCs generated from population, smoking, and alcohol consumption data) in all spatial extents
except in the Rochester AOI, in which it is the 5th most important. In the Rochester AOI, the 3rd
PC and percent agricultural land are more important (with percent agricultural land showing far
greater importance compared to the other extents). This might be due to the fact that some of the
most intensive agricultural production in NYS occurs in the 9 county region around Rochester,
with individual zip-codes containing a higher percentage of agricultural land on average compared
to the other spatial extents. When modeling for prolonged exposure to pesticide (1997-2001), the
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pesticide exposure variable becomes the 2nd most important, explaining 12% of variance in NYS
(Table 10).

Figure 26 – Summary of variable importance in NYS model, in which pesticide exposure
(Total_Pounds_Log) accounts for 10% of total variance in HCC indices. Order of importance is
consistent except in the Rochester AOI, in which pesticide exposure is the 5th most important
variable (and percent agricultural land “ratio_AG” shows more importance than in other extents).
PC variables (PC1, 2, & 3_A) were generated from population, smoking, and alcohol consumption
data.

Table 10 – Percent total variance explained by each variable in prolonged exposure (1997-2001)
random forest model in NYS. Note how pesticide exposure (Total_Pounds_1997_2001_log) is the
2nd most important variable. PC variables (PC1, 2, & 3_A) were generated from population,
smoking, and alcohol consumption data.
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Models are statistically significant (p-value = 0.000 on validation data), show good out of
bag error (MSE = 4.354), with global correlation values on validation data ranging from 𝑅 2 =
0.79 − 0.82, showing similar results to GWR correlation values. As found throughout model
design, global correlation values tend to be higher when modeling all NYS.
Increasing the number of validation runs performed by the model allows for variable
importance to be analyzed with more detail. The tool-generated summary of variance bar-chart
becomes a boxplot, showing the range of importance in each variable across the validation runs.
This allows for comparison between the importance of different variables to determine if they are
distinct from each other. When performing 10 validation runs, the pesticide exposure variable is
very close to the second principal component (of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption)
but is statistically distinct, separated by an importance score of 23 (Figure 27 & 28); however,
when performing 100 validation runs, the pesticide exposure variable is no longer distinct from
PC2, their maximum and minimum ranges overlapping (Figure 29 & 30). This indicates that while
pesticide exposure is considered an important variable, it cannot be said with certainty that it is
influencing higher HCC counts, or represents a real-world relationship. In general, all of the other
co-variates are relatively close to each other, with only the boxplot for PC1 (which explains 52%
of variance) showing a significant difference. It must be noted that as validation runs increase, the
spread of each variable boxplot increases as well. The model metrics (such as variance explained
(global 𝑅 2 & individual variable), model out of bag errors, global statistical significance) show
little change between 10 and 100 validation runs.
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Figure 27 – Distribution of variable importance on 10 validation runs. Note how the 1st principal
component of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption (PC1_A) is vastly more important
than the other variables, explaining 52% of the total variance. PC variables (PC1, 2, & 3_A) were
generated from population, smoking, and alcohol consumption data.

Figure 28 – Distribution of variable importance on 10 validation runs for principal component 2
of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption (PC2_A) and pesticide exposure
(Total_Pounds_Log). Note how importance distributions are remarkably close, but still distinct.
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Figure 29 – Distribution of variable importance on 100 validation runs for PC2_A (principal
component 2 of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption) and pesticide exposure, in which
the importance distributions overlap considerably.

Figure 30 – Distribution of variable importance on 100 validation runs, in which PC1 is the only
statistically distinct variable, and all the other variables show overlap in importance distribution.
PC variables (PC1, 2, & 3_A) were generated from population, smoking, and alcohol
consumption data.
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Predicted indices of HCC by a model not containing the pesticide exposure variable were
subtracted from predicted indices of HCC by the normal model containing the pesticide exposure
variable. This allowed for areas in-which pesticide exposure explains additional indices of HCC
to be highlighted. Zip-codes were divided into three classes based on the number of standard
deviations above or below mean predicted difference in HCC indices: Additional (> 1 s.d.), No
difference (± 1 s.d.), and Fewer (< 1 s.d.). See Figure 31 for geographic distribution of prediction
differences per zip-code, and Table 11 for counts of zip-codes in each class.

Figure 31 – Difference in predicted HCC indices based on pesticide exposure variable per zipcode. Note areas of additional HCC indices predicted by pesticide exposure (highlighted in red).
Table 11 – Counts of zip-code in each HCC prediction class. Note how most zip-codes fall into
the “No Difference” class in which the pesticide exposure variable does not make a significant
difference on the number of predicted HCC indices.
Class

Count

Additional

89

No Difference

1191

Fewer

107
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Additional predicted HCC indices relating to the pesticide exposure variable occur mostly
in suburban and agricultural areas. The greatest additional indices predicted is 4 per zip-code in
Brighton, NY. Another notable region of additional HCC predicted by pesticide exposure is the
Finger Lakes. Zip-codes in which HCC indices prediction is greater than one standard deviation
above mean predicted indices is the smallest class. These results are evidence that the higher uses
of pesticide in these areas is related to these higher predicted indices of HCC. While in these areas
actual HCC counts are not above expected background, there is a trend from 2005 to 2015 in which
many of these areas show a shift from below expected observed HCC counts to normal observed
HCC counts (Figure 32).

Figure 32 – Deviation of observed HCC counts to expected HCC counts from 2005 to 2015. Note
increase in “normal” block-groups over time period (blue).
The vast majority of zip-codes fall in the “No Difference” range, in which the pesticide
exposure variable does not have a significant effect on predicted HCC indices (± 0.5 per zip-code).
These zip-codes largely fall in rural and wilderness areas.
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Areas in which pesticide exposure predicts lower HCC indices are more randomly
dispersed, though they often are located in downtown areas/city centers. The greatest negative
indices predicted is 5 per zip-code in Niagara Falls, NY. Under-prediction zip-codes often follow
no discernable pattern and contradict with additional prediction areas, such as the Finger Lakes
region, which has a mix of additional and fewer class zip-codes (though additional HCC class zipcodes are predominant). This suggests that additional variables are at play, such as indices of
hepatitis. Hepatitis was unable to be modeled reliably in this study due lack of IRB approval from
NYS DOH, restricting access to data at resolutions below the county level. Using the GIS
methodology developed are part of this study, future studies with access to zip-code level hepatitis
data and individual patient records will likely be able to construct models that predict actual HCC
counts with greater accuracy.
In general, most zip-codes show little difference between the models. Areas of additional
prediction occur often in suburban and agriculturally intensive areas. There seems to be a mix of
additional and fewer prediction classes, especially in suburban areas, with under prediction
occurring somewhat closer to city centers. This indicates that there is likely some metric that is
lacking in the model, which is driving these disparities. It could also be statistical artifacts from
the inherent randomness in the random forest model (ESRI, n.d.-d).
The FBCR model still displays issues of relatively high uncertainty and error overall. As
with previous model designs, removing the pesticide exposure variable does not actually have a
significant impact on the predictive power of the model, casting doubt as to whether the
“importance” of the relationship as measured by FBCR pertains to a real-world occurrence or is
an artifact of the statistical design. Explanatory variable range diagnostics indicate some error,
though there are no values so substantially out of range as to make the model statistically invalid.
When using the model to predict cancers not thought to be associated with pesticide
exposure, such as mesothelioma (which results from asbestos inhalation), correlation values on
validation data are much lower (𝑅 2 = 0.37). This indicates that the model may indeed be detecting
a real association between pesticide exposure and HCC (See Table 12 and Appendix A1 & A2 for
model details).
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3.8 Multi-Variate Cluster Analysis
While FBCR models performed generally well across the full dataset, results suggest that
there are unaccounted factors influencing the pesticide exposure-HCC relationship. This was
evident by the discrepancies in model performance, especially between different types of
geography. For example, FBCR models tend to perform best in rural areas, and deviate most from
actual HCC counts in more populated and developed areas. They also indicate great variance in
types of geography, land-use, and demographic makeup across the entirety of NYS. Even within
the defined AOIs, there is a complex mixture of land-uses, geographies, as well as large variance
in zip-code area and demographic and lifestyle factors. The complex relationships between these
variables were too complex to model (or control for lacking individual patient health information,
such as from the restricted NIH SEER-Medicare database) at the available data resolution (zip
codes) and with a single FBCR model.
In order to deal with the substantial variance across geographies, Multivariate Cluster
Analysis (MCA) was performed in ArcGIS. MCA generates clusters of geographies based on
specified parameters. MCA is a machine learning driven algorithm which finds an optimized
solution of sorting (clustering) between objects (in this case zip-code polygons with assigned
model attributes) by comparing every possible combination of features and outputs the resulting
combination with the best Calinski-Harabasz pseudo F-statistic (Caliński & Harabasz, 1974; ESRI,
n.d.-e). This tool allowed for the creation of specialized AOIs containing zip-codes that are similar
to each other along specified variables, such as population. Running FBCR on these specialized
AOIs created the ability to indirectly control for co-variates. For example, a model could be run
on a generated AOI consisting of zip-codes with similar levels of population, smoking, and alcohol
consumption.
MCA was performed across the full NYS dataset (with pesticide use and HCC outliers
removed). Initial clusters were based on all model variables. This generated two clusters, likely
based on the Urban vs. Rural classification Boolean variable. Indeed, the clusters seemed to follow
a geographic pattern along urban/rural lines; however, the clusters did not follow the true
urban/rural classification exactly, with some zip-codes that are clearly urban falling into the pseudo
“rural” cluster and vise-versa (Figure 33).
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Figure 33 – Multivariate Cluster Analysis using all predictor variables. Note how clusters appear
to be largely based on the urban vs. rural Boolean classification variable.

FBCR tests were performed on these pseudo “urban” and “rural” clusters, using 100
validation runs with the original urban/rural variable removed to prevent data-redundancy in the
models. In general, models based on the “rural” cluster were more robust. This was expected, as
the greatest potential for pesticide exposure is in rural areas (VoPham et al., 2015), though it must
be noted that the “urban” cluster has a substantially smaller sample of zip-codes, which likely plays
a part in the differences in model performance (an issue which persisted in the MCA tests).
The FBCR model utilizing the “rural” cluster generally showed a greater prevalence of
higher HCC count class zip-codes. The prediction interval curve was steeper (more exponential)
compared to previous models, indicative of the higher prevalence of higher HCC count class zipcodes (Figure 35). Pesticide exposure was shown to be important to the model (17% importance,
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2nd most important variable after the first PC of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption),
possibly playing a part in driving the exponential relationship with higher HCC counts observed
in the “rural” cluster; however, the pesticide exposure variable was not statistically distinct (Figure
34). Overall, the model was robust (global 𝑅 2 = 0.76), albeit slightly higher variance in
explanatory variable range diagnostics compared to full NYS models (likely a result of reduced
sample size in the “rural” cluster).

Figure 34 – Prediction interval from FBCR test on “rural” cluster utilizing 100 validation runs.
Note how curve is more exponential compared to previous models.
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Figure 35 – Variable importance table from FBCR test on “rural” cluster utilizing 100 validation
runs. Note how the pesticide exposure variable (Total_Pounds_Log) is not statistically distinct,
showing considerable overlap with the 2nd PC (of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption).
The random forest model utilizing the “urban” cluster contrasts with the “rural” cluster
model, showing a greater prevalence of lower HCC count zip-codes. Interestingly, the prediction
interval is linear (Figure 36), something not observed in any previous FBCR models and indicative
of the lower prevalence of higher HCC count zip-codes. Pesticide exposure is less important to the
model (9% importance, 3rd most important variable after the first 2 PCs of population, smoking,
and alcohol consumption), possibly due to the relatively lower application and potential of
exposure to pesticides in urban areas, in which other unmodeled factors (such as hepatitis) are
playing a larger part in driving HCC indices. As with the “rural” cluster model, the pesticide
exposure variable is not statistically distinct (Figure 37). Besides the prediction interval, model
robustness and general metrics are largely similar to previous models (global 𝑅 2 = 0.71).
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Figure 36 – Prediction interval from random forest test on “urban” cluster, utilizing 100 validation
runs. Note the linear interval, in contrast to the exponential interval in previous models.

Figure 37 – Variable importance table from random forest test on “urban” cluster, utilizing 100
validation runs. Note how the pesticide exposure variable (Total_Pounds_Log) is less important
compared to the “rural” cluster model, and is not statistically distinct, showing considerable
overlap with the 3rd PC (of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption.
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While initial MCA investigations showed interesting results, it was clear that the
relationships and variance between all the predictor variables was too great to generate meaningful
clusters, especially considering the overshadowing of other predictors by the urban/rural
classification. Therefore, MCA tests were performed on a subsets of original model predictors,
beginning with only the PC variables (PCs of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption).
This allowed for the generation of clusters in which zip-codes showed relative uniformity of these
demographic variables, enabling more confidence when ascertaining the influence of the pesticide
exposure variable.
Performing MCA along the PC variables produced 4 clusters, again seeming to mostly
follow geographic distributions, which is interesting considering the absence of the urban/rural
classification variable. Indeed, it seems that the geographic nature of a zip-code is strongly related
to its demographic and other co-variate makeup. This indicates that a raster surface approach might
be a good avenue for future analysis. As with the initial MCA, new pseudo “rural” and “urban”
clusters were produced, in addition to a new cluster seeming to follow a mostly “sub-urban”
distribution (these cluster will be referred to as rural2, urban2, and suburban). The 4th cluster
consisted of a single zip-code, which comprises the area surrounding Ithaca, NY (Figure 38). The
reasons as to why MCA could not group this zip-code with the other clusters is unclear. This zipcode would continue to pop-up as an outlier in all following MCA, an issue which could be
addressed by future studies. For example, a future study could focus on MCA, building on the
methodology displayed here to create more optimized AOIs for a more controlled analysis.
FBCR tests were performed on these newly generated clusters, utilizing 100 validation runs
with the PC variables removed to prevent data-redundancy. Results were similar to previous MCA
tests in that the “rural2” cluster models were more robust compared to the “suburban” and
“urban2” clusters, which performed poorly, with pesticide exposure importance not statistically
distinct and very low global correlation (𝑅 2 = 0.09). While this is an expected result in terms of
greatest potential for pesticide exposure, it must be noted that sample size is likely playing a large
part in model robustness as well, as the “rural2” cluster is significantly larger than the other
clusters.
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Figure 38 – MCA using only PCs (of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption). Note how
clusters seemingly follow geographic pattens, with pseudo “rural” (red), “urban” (blue),
“suburban” (yellow) clusters generated. The zip-code comprising the area around Ithaca, NY is an
outlier (green).

The “rural2” cluster model showed the greatest importance of the pesticide exposure
variable (34% importance, most important variable) compared to all models ran previously.
Besides showing high importance, pesticide exposure was statistically distinct, even when using
100 validation runs (Figure 39). While pesticide exposure was indicated to be very important to
the model, global correlation was low (𝑅 2 = 0.29) with a shallower prediction interval curve
(Figure 40). This is likely representative of the removal of the demographic and lifestyle PC
variables (population, smoking, and alcohol consumption), which are the most important factors
in predicting HCC.
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Figure 39 – Variable importance table from FBCR test performed on “rural2” cluster generated
from PCs of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption. FBCR performed across 100
validation runs. Note how pesticide exposure is the most important variable and statistically
distinct.

Figure 40 – Prediction interval from FBCR test performed on “rural2” cluster generated from PCs
of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption. FBCR performed across 100 validation runs.
Note how prediction interval curve is shallower (less exponential) compared to the FBCR test
performed on the original “rural2” cluster (based largely on urban/rural classification).
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While pesticide exposure showed great importance, the overall model was weak. In order
to further investigate the influence of pesticide exposure using MCA and produce a robust FBCR
model, tests were again performed on the same clusters, this time using the original non-PCA
transformed model variables (non-transformed data of population, smoking, and alcohol
consumption). Additional MCA were performed utilizing PCs generated from the
demographic/lifestyle variables (population, smoking, and alcohol consumption) along with
pesticide exposure. FBCR tests were then performed on these new clusters using the original nonPCA transformed variables.
MCA tests using the PCs (of pesticide exposure, population, smoking, and alcohol
consumption) followed similar trends to previous MCA, in that clusters appear to form across
geographic lines. With the inclusion of pesticide data into the PCs, more clusters were generated,
with a seemingly “wilderness” cluster forming, along with the usual rural, suburban, and urban
clusters (these clusters will be referred to as rural3, urban3, suburan2, and wilderness). As with
previous MCA, the zip-code comprising the area around Ithaca is an outlier (Figure 41). FBCR
tests performed on these final clusters did not produce as robust models as the clusters generated
from just the demographic/lifestyle PCs, which could be a result of reduced sample size due to the
greater number of clusters.
As with previous tests, the “rural3” cluster produced the most robust models, possibly a
factor of enhanced pesticide exposure in rural areas, as well the larger sample size available in the
rural cluster. When performing FBCR test using original, non-transformed model variables on the
initial PC based “rural2” cluster, pesticide exposure is the 4th most important variable (after
population, smoking, and alcohol consumption), with 8% importance. The pesticide exposure
variable was also statistically distinct, even when using 100 validation runs (Figure 42). This is
evidence that pesticide exposure may be playing a part in driving HCC indices, further back up by
the variable’s importance score and ranking, which is consistent with previous FBCR models.
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Figure 41 – MCA using PCs of population, smoking, alcohol consumption, and pesticide
exposure. Note how clusters seemingly follow geographic patterns, with pseudo “urban” (yellow),
“suburban” (green), “rural” (blue), and “wilderness” (red) clusters being generated. The zip-code
comprising the area around Ithaca is an outlier (purple).
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Figure 42 – Variable importance table from FBCR test performed on “rural” cluster (generated
from PCs of population, smoking, and alcohol consumption) using original non-transformed
variables over 100 validation runs. Note how pesticide exposure (Total_Pounds_Log) is the 4th
most importance variable and is statistically distinct.
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Table 12 – Summary of general model types and results. Note: See A1 for summary of major model permutations and A2 for details
on specific model permutations.
Model Type

Model Description

R^2 Range

R^2 Average

n range (zip-codes) comments
Statistically significant but

GLR

GLR

0.005 to 0.2

0.19

169 to 1576

(-)0.0003 to
OLS

OLS

weak relationships
Statistically significant but

0.82

0.16

144 to 1576

weak relationships
Produced more robust models
than OLS and GLR, but still
limited by nature of purely

ER

Agintense

ER

0.04 to 0.82

0.47

169 to 1576

Sub-analysis on

Pesticide exposure indicated to

agriculturally intensive

be a significant variable, but

zip-codes

0.87 to 0.91

0.89

19 to 147

Sub-analysis on highHigh HCC

linear regressions

count HCC zip-codes

overall models not significant
Models not as robust as models

0.51

0.51

361

utilizing full HCC dataset
Indicated clusters of positive
linear relationshps, benefits to
use of non-linear multi-variate

LBR

LBR

0 to 0.99

0.73

169 to 1576

regressions
Better than linear models, but

GWR

GWR

0.33 to 0.9

0.58
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169 to 1576

the influence of pesticide

exposure was overshadowed by
other variables
eigen value vectors indicated
that pesticide exposure might
have a relationship with higher
PCA

PCA

1408

HCC-count class zip-codes
Incorporating PCs into

GWR incorporating PCA
GWRpca

transformed variables

regressions produced more
0.79 to 0.82

0.81

135 to 1408

robust models
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling

FBCR

Random Forest

0.76 to 0.82

0.77

135 to 1408

Random Forest w/ zeros
FBCRzr

removed

relationship
Removing 0 HCC count classes

0.75 to 0.81

0.78

925

did not improve model

Random Forest
performed on MCA
FBCR_MCA

clusters

Strong models from rural
0.09 to 0.8

0.41

99 to 1091

clusters
Pesticide exposure is still

FBCR_meso

Random Forest with

deemed important, but

Mesothelioma Indicies as

significant decrease in model

the dependent variable

0.37

0.37
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1408

R^2 compared to HCC model

4 General Discussion & Conclusion
The final FBCR models (NYS, AOIs, and Rural MCA cluster) showed a weak but
measurable positive relationship between pesticide exposure and HCC. It cannot be stated with
certainty that a statistically significant relationship has been observed, just that there is evidence
for a possible association.
This association began to manifest itself in the statistical data over the timeline of model
development described here. Beginning with simpler linear regression models, some statistically
significant relationships were observed. But overall models were weak, and results were highly
inconsistent. As analysis evolved into more complex non-linear and geographically weighted
models, the influence of pesticide exposure was detected with more consistency, but the signal
was weak and overshadowed by the many predictor variables. AI-driven non-linear regression,
principle component analysis, and cluster analysis-based models were ultimately able to measure
a significant relationship between pesticide exposure and HCC, while also maintaining a globally
significant and robust multi-variate regression.
While significant relationships were observed, the limitations of these stepwise,
investigative statistics must be noted. There is the immediate risk of creating models that are overfitted, generating statistics that while mathematically viable, may not actually represent a realworld relationship. Therefore, there is controversy in the scientific community relating to the use
of such methods, with many flat out questioning the validity of this type of model development
(ESRI, n.d.-c). While an entire study could be devoted to describing the many intricacies of this
debate, it can be broken down generally into two main schools of scientific thought, the scientific
method viewpoint, and the data-miners viewpoint (ESRI, n.d.-c).
Strong proponents of the scientific method might reject the kinds of exploratory regression
used in this study. From their viewpoint, these methods run the risk of models that fit the data
being analyzed, but don’t actually reflect the true process playing out, creating, in other words, a
model which artificially fulfills a preconceived hypothesis. Furthermore, the many model
permutations and thousands of validation runs strongly increase the probability of type 1 error
(incorrectly rejecting the null-hypothesis, in this case that pesticide exposure and HCC are
unrelated).
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On the other hand, researchers that follow the data-mining school of thought would feel
that it is impossible to know the right type of model and proper parameters before performing
investigative analysis when dealing with highly complex relationships. This is especially true when
there is no widely accepted established methodology or access to data is limited, as was the case
with this study. This data-mining school of thought is becoming more widely accepted as
computational power increases, with the ability to perform AI-driven multi-variate regressions
(Hand & Adams, 2015). In-fact, ESRI recommends such a path to using its statistical tool set,
suggesting a researcher beginning analysis using GLR models, as was done in this study (ESRI,
n.d.-d).
While an established methodology did exist from VoPham et al., (2015) for modeling the
pesticide exposure-HCC relationship in GIS, because of IRB restrictions, limited time, and the
overall scope of this study, it was not possible to fully emulate their methods. This is why a more
purely spatial, exploratory stepwise regression approach was used in order to develop viable final
models.
Vopham et al., (2015) were able to set up a case and control groups, aided by GIS
techniques (mostly to spatially link patient health-care records to zip-codes), due to the availability
of restricted individual patient records from the SEER-Medicare database. This allowed for a
detailed list of co-variates, such as age, pre-existing conditions, etc., to be linked to individuals
and directly controlled for. Only a subset of individuals that met lifestyle and pre-existing criteria
were included in the final case-control study. Furthermore, the individuals in this study were the
samples, providing much larger n-values than what could be done in the NYS models.
Additionally, California provides a larger geographic sample of zip-codes based on the states
larger size compared to NY (2597 to 1753; (Census Bureau, 2010)).
This study applied for but was denied IRB access to the SEER database, limiting the ability
to directly control for co-variates or create a true case-control study. But even if this restriction
didn’t exist, the data in NYS are somewhat self-limiting, as the database is not as expansive as the
datasets available in California. The SEER-Medicare database for NYS only has records dating
back to 1999, while California has records going back to the 1991 (National Cancer Institute,
2019).
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Pesticide data is also much less robust in NYS. California has a state agency dedicated to
pesticide oversight, the California Department of Pesticide Regulation (CDPR) (CDPR 2020, n.d.).
This is in contrast to NYS, which tasks the DEC with pesticide use oversight. This results in
California having a pesticide dataset covering more year ranges, is at higher resolution, and has
more uniformity in reporting, including less error. There is more information on point-source
emissions of pesticides, in addition to time of application information, active ingredient chemical
information, and stricter guidelines on reporting that captures more sales and applications than
what are reported on in NYS.
Pesticide use records only go back to 1997 in NYS (NYS DEC, n.d.), while California has
records dating back to 1974. This difference in year ranges is significant, as this study was limited
to modeling cancer lags as long as 10 years with any reliability. Furthermore, NYS data are only
available at the zip-code resolution. California has pesticide applications recorded in much higher
resolution as part of the Public Land Survey System (PLSS), with data available at a square mile
resolution (specific 𝑚𝑖 2 PLSS section where application took place (VoPham et al., 2015; CDPR
2020, n.d.). Besides higher resolution, this allows for geographic uniformity of pesticide
application samples, compared to the dis-jointed and highly irregular nature of zip-codes
geographies.
These database enhancements allowed Vopham et al. to create a pesticide exposure
variable based on use density (kg/mi2), directly controlling for area. Because the data in NYS are
based on zip-codes, creating such a density variable is fraught with more inherent error and does
not necessarily relate to a true distribution of pesticide use. This may be a reason as to why
pesticide exposure and area ultimately produced the best models while represented as individual
variables in a multi-variate regression.
California’s more robust pesticide dataset also aids in outlier analysis. CDPR puts out flag
levels for potential pesticide use outliers (a program which does not exist in NYS). This allowed
for Vopham et al., (2015) to perform a more targeted and accurate outlier analysis. This may be
part of the reason as to why VoPham et al., (2015) were able to observe statistically related
correlations between pesticide exposure and HCC.
The limitations of data in NYS forced this study to go along an almost pure geo-spatial
approach. Nonetheless, there has been little previous geo-spatial study of pesticide use in NYS,
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besides hydrology-based studies, such as a GIS based contamination risk assessment of pesticide
ground-water contamination using run-off models(Ahirwar & Shukla, 2018). The data still yield
interesting results, many of which were in line with the California study. For example, in both
studies models performed weakest in urbanized areas. Ultimately, VoPham et al., (2015) only
found statistically significant correlations when modeling agriculturally intensive zip-codes in
isolation of other zones.
The subset analysis in NYS interestingly showed opposite results. Models on only
agriculturally intensive zip-codes were generally less robust, which could simply be due to the
lack of case-controlled individuals, and fewer zip-codes to sample compared to California. But
unlike observed in California, the best models in this study tended to encompass all of NYS.
Because a purely geo-spatial approach was taken, including exploratory regression modeling, it is
possible that the broader relationships at play were able to be more accurately analyzed than when
using a more traditional case-control study aided by GIS. In other words, because this study applied
GIS driven forest-based classification and regression to the HCC-pesticide exposure relationship,
something which has never been done before, it might be that the multi-variate regression system
developed here is detecting relationships which VoPham et al., (2015) could not with their more
standard case-control approach aided by GIS.
With improvements to model design in future studies, access to restricted data, and as
general quality of data increases, the tools used here may be able to more accurately represent the
HCC-pesticide exposure relationship. In general, few other pesticide epidemiology studies
utilizing spatial analysis have been done. Besides in California, a similar study was performed in
Crete, in which a higher prevalence of HCC was detected in regions of greater pesticide use
(Sifaki-Pistolla et al., 2015). Besides these studies, little has been done in the scientific community,
especially in the way this study has utilized complex models, such as random forest.
Besides highlighting evidence of an association between pesticide exposure and HCC, this
study applied new statistical methodologies not previously used on pre-existing datasets, creating
a framework from which future, more detailed analysis can be performed. This will become even
more pertinent as data itself improves in the future, along with the benefit of more years to model.
For example, NYSDEC has indicated that it wishes to improve the dataset. This includes unified
units in reporting, as currently reports are done in pounds and/or gallons, and not consistent,
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sometimes reported as a mixture or active ingredient (NYSDEC Bureau of Pesticides
Management, 2013). With this study serving as a foundation, future studies can improve upon the
model design displayed here, incorporating more co-variates such as hepatitis indices, income
levels, and additional demographic information. With access to more individualized data, such as
IRB restricted individual patient information, much more robust models could potentially be
developed, including the development of case-control studies incorporating spatial information.
There are countless additional aspects of model design that could be experimented with, including
the incorporation of explanatory distance features, wind dispersal modeling, and converting data
to raster for surface-based analysis.
Even with the data-limitations mentioned above, this study found a statistically significant
impact from pesticide exposure on the distribution of HCC counts in models utilizing forest-based
classification and regression. This study is the first to use the random forest algorithm in this way,
allowing for the influence of pesticide exposure to be detected. This study therefore provides a
meaningful contribution to the scientific community, serving as a framework from which future
GIS-based study can be built. In addition, this study provides further evidence that there may be
health-risks related to pesticide exposure. As these risks are continued to be assessed, policy
makers can better develop regulations, and the populace at large can be made aware of potential
threats to their wellbeing.
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Appendix:
A1 – Summary of model types and results. Note: See A2 for details on specific model permutations.
R^2
Average

n (zipcodes)

Model Type

Model Type

Spatial Extent

R^2 Range

GLR

GLR

NYS

0.006 to 0.2

0.08

1576

GLR R

GLR

Rochester AOI

0.005 to 0.15

0.3

169

OLS

OLS

NYS

0.006 to 0.82

0.49

1576

OLS R

OLS
OLS with all outliers
removed
OLS with all outliers
removed

Rochester AOI

0.06 to 0.8

0.35

169

NYS

0.02

0.02

953

Rochester AOI

0.23

0.23

144

-0.0003

1576

OLS OR
OLS R OR

OLS Rate R OR

OLS using HCC rates
as dependent variable
OLS using HCC rates
as dependent variable
with all outliers
removed
OLS using HCC rates
as dependent variable
with all outliers
removed

OLS NYCR

OLS with Greater
NYC Area removed

NYS

0.07 to 0.29

0.18

ER

ER

NYS

0.04 to 0.82

0.57

OLS Rate

OLS Rate OR

NYS

-0.0003

NYS

0.002

Rochester AOI

-0.006

93

0.002

-0.006

comments
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
Statistically significant but
weak relationships
OLS (and other models) are
less viable when modeling for
HCC rates

OLS (and other models) are
less viable when modeling for
953 HCC rates
OLS (and other models) are
less viable when modeling for
144 HCC rates
Removing the greater NYC
area did not improve model
1115 performance
Produced more robust models
1576 than OLS and GLR, but still

ER R

Agintense 2

ER
Sub-analysis on
agriculturally
intensive zip-codes
Sub-analysis on
agriculturally
intensive zip-codes

High HCC

Sub-analysis on highcount HCC zip-codes

NYS

0.51

0.51

361

LBR

LBR

NYS

0 to 0.99

0.57

1576

LBR R

LBR

Rochester AOI

0.89

0.89

169

GWR

GWR

NYS

0.6 to 0.9

0.7

1576

GWR R

GWR

Rochester AOI

0.33 to 0.8

0.45

169

PCA

PCA

NYS

Agintense 1

Rochester AOI

0.07 to 0.8

0.36

169

NYS

0.91

0.91

19

NYS

0.87

0.87

147

1408

94

limited by nature of purely
linear regressions
Produced more robust models
than OLS and GLR, but still
limited by nature of purely
linear regressions
Pesticide exposure not
indicated to be a significant
variable, high error
Pesticide exposure indicated to
be a significant variable, but
overall models not significant
Models not as robust as
models utilizing full HCC
dataset
Indicated clusters of positive
linear relationships, benefits to
use of non-linear multi-variate
regressions
Indicated clusters of positive
linear relationships, benefits to
use of non-linear multi-variate
regressions
Better than linear models, but
the influence of pesticide
exposure was overshadowed
by other variables
Better than linear models, but
the influence of pesticide
exposure was overshadowed
by other variables
eigen value vectors indicated
that pesticide exposure might
have a relationship with higher
HCC-count class zip-codes

GWRpca B

GWR incorporating
PCA transformed
variables
GWR incorporating
PCA transformed
variables
GWR incorporating
PCA transformed
variables
GWR incorporating
PCA transformed
variables

FBCR

Random Forest

NYS

FBCR R

Random Forest

Rochester AOI

0.76

0.76

166

FBCR S

Random Forest

Syracuse AOI

0.76

0.76

207

FBCR B

Random Forest

Buffalo AOI

0.76

0.76

135

0.75 to 0.81

0.78

925

Rural AOI

0.76

0.76

Urban AOI

0.71

0.71

Rural2 AOI

0.29 to 0.8

0.55

GWRpca

GWRpca R

GWRpca S

FBCRzr

FBCR_MCAr

FBCR_MCAu

FBCR_MCA2r

Random Forest w/
zeros removed
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters

NYS

0.81

0.81

1408

Rochester AOI

0.8

0.08

166

Syracuse AOI

0.82

0.82

207

Buffalo AOI

0.79

0.79

135

0.79 to 0.82

0.8

1408

NYS

95

Incorporating PCs into
regressions produced more
robust models
Incorporating PCs into
regressions produced more
robust models
Incorporating PCs into
regressions produced more
robust models
Incorporating PCs into
regressions produced more
robust models
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling
relationship
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling
relationship
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling
relationship
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling
relationship
Found to be the best type of
regression at modeling
relationship

Strong models from rural
992 clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
408 clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
1091 clusters

FBCR_MCA2u

FBCR_MCAs

FBCR_MCA3r

FBCR_MCA3u

FBCR_MCAw

FBCR_MCA2s

FBCR_meso

Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest
performed on MCA
clusters
Random Forest with
Mesothelioma Indicies
as the dependent
variable

Urban2 AOI

0.09

0.09

117

Suburban AOI

0.09

0.09

177

Rural3 AOI

0.75

0.75

757

Urban3 AOI

0.05

0.05

99

Wilderness AOI

0.6

0.6

406

Suburban2 AOI

0.08

0.08

130

NYS

0.37

0.37

1408

96

Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Weaker models from urban,
suburban, & wilderness
clusters
Pesticide exposure is still
deemed important, but
significant decrease in model
R^2 compared to HCC model

A2 –List and relevant statistics of individual model permutations. Note: only major permutations are listed here.

Model ID
GLR 1

GLR %ag

GLR R %ag

GLR %ag lcd

GLR R %ag lcd

GLR UR

Model
Type

Spatial
Extent

R^2

GLR
GLR
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate

NYS

0.006

GLR
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
GLR
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
GLR
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
GLR
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

0.006

0.005

0.1

0.14

0.2

n
(zipcodes
)
1576

1576

169

1576

169

1576

MSE/M
LE

AIC
c

Validati
on Runs

%
Positi
ve
Linear

Eigen
Value
Vecto
r

Pesticide
Exposur
e
Variable
%
Importan
ce

Pesticide
Exposur
e
Variable
Importan
ce Rank

Pesticie
Exposure
Variable
Significan
ce

global pvalue/joi
nt-wald
statistic

overall
model
significan
ce

Residuals

1

1

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t
(negative
relationsh
ip)

1

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

1

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

1

1

97

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

Somewh
atnormal,
random

GLR R UR

OLS 1

OLS 1R

OLS 1Ra

OLS 1a

OLS OR

GLR
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS with
all outliers
removed

OLS R OR

OLS with
all outliers
removed

OLS Rate

OLS using
HCC rates
as
dependent
variable

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

0.15

0.006

0.06

0.07

0.006

0.02

0.23

-0.0003

169

1576

169

169

1576

953

144

1576

1

1317
2

1128

999

1311
1

1283
0

807

2295
3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

98

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t

5.58

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

11.73

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

3.18

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

7.41

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

31.26

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

49.87

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered
Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
tclustered

3.17

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

OLS Rate OR

OLS Rate R
OR

OLS using
HCC rates
as
dependent
variable
with all
outliers
removed
OLS using
HCC rates
as
dependent
variable
with all
outliers
removed

OLS R pd

OLS with
Greater
NYC Area
removed
OLS with
Greater
NYC Area
removed,
using
population
density covariate
OLS with
pesticide
density as
"pesticide
exposure"
variable
OLS with
pesticide
density as
"pesticide
exposure"
variable

OLS %ag

OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate

OLS NYCR

OLS NYCR
popd

OLS pd

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

NYS

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

0.002

-0.006

0.07

0.29

0.09

0.42

0.63

953

144

1115

1115

1576

169

1576

2486
7

2329

6897

6684

3809

779

864

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

99

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
(negative)

8.65

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

0.41

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

6.22

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

62.38

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

9.35

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

33.06

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered
Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
tclustered

88.21

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
tclustered

OLS %ag pr

OLS %ag lcd

OLS %ag lcd
pr

OLS %ag R lcd

OLS %ag R lcd
pr

OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
with
pesticide
exposure
variable
removed
OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
with
pesticide
exposure
variable
removed
OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
OLS
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate

NYS

NYS

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

Rocheste
r AOI

0.61

0.39

0.38

0.14

0.14

1576

1576

1576

169

169

868

1200
7

1202
1

684

682

Somewh
atnormal,
clustered

1

1

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t

1

1

1

100

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t

216

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
tclustered

211

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
tclustered

16.47

16.46

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Nonnormal,
clustered

Nonnormal,
clustered

using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
with
pesticide
exposure
variable
removed

OLS 2

OLS 2 pr

OLS 2 R

OLS UR

OLS UR pr

OLS using
enriched
co-variates
OLS using
all enriched
co-variates
with
pesticide
exposure
variable
removed

OLS using
all enriched
co-variates
OLS
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable
OLS
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable
with
pesticide
exposure
variable
removed

NYS

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

NYS

0.82

0.81

0.8

0.82

0.82

1576

1576

169

1576

1576

1040
2

1043
4

777

1042
3

1043
6

1

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
(negative)

1

1

1

1

101

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t
(negative)

1871

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random

1395

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random

395

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random

1471

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
clustered

1440

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
clustered

OLS High HCC

OLS
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable
OLS on
agricultural
ly intensive
zip-codes
(>= 50%
cultivated
land per
zip-code)
OLS on
agricultural
ly intensive
zip-codes
(>= 50%
cultivated
land per
zip-code)
OLS on
agricultural
ly intensive
zip-codes
(>= 50%
cultivated
land per
zip-code)
OLS on
high-count
HCC zipcodes (>1
HCC
counts per
zip-code)

ER 1

ER

ER 1 R

ER
ER
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate

OLS R UR

OLS Agintense

OLS Agintense
2

OLS Agintense
2 pr

ER %ag

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

NYS

NYS

0.8

0.91

0.87

0.87

169

19

147

147

772

38

463

464

1

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t

1

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t

1

Variable
regression
coefficien
t
significan
t

1

NYS

0.51

361

1866

1

NYS

0.04

1576

1305
0

7

Rocheste
r AOI

0.07

169

999

3

Variable
regresion
coefficien
t not
significan
t
Variable
Not
Significan
t
Variable
Significan
t

1576

1066
7

11

Variable
Significan
t

NYS

0.79

102

454

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
clustered

2493

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random

645

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

601

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

561

Not
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

Mostlynorma,
highlypatterned

ER %ag R

ER %ag lcd

ER %ag R lcd

ER 2

ER 2 R

ER UR

ER R UR

ER Agintense

ER
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
ER
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
ER
incorporati
ng %ag
land covariate
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
ER using
all enriched
co-variates
ER using
all enriched
co-variates
ER
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable
ER
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable
ER on
agricultural
ly intensive
zip-codes
(>= 50%
cultivated

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

0.07

0.38

169

1576

999

1202
2

5

Variable
Significan
t

4

Variable
Not
Significan
t

Rocheste
r AOI

0.05

169

695

2

NYS

0.82

1576

1040
2

8

Rocheste
r AOI

0.8

169

777

8

Variable
Not
Significan
t
Variable
Significan
t
Variable
Not
Significan
t

1576

1042
3

9

Variable
Significan
t

1

Variable
Not
Significan
t

7

Variable
Not
Significan
t

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

NYS

0.82

0.8

0.91

169

19

772

38

103

ER Agintense 2

ER High HCC
LBR 1

LBR density

LBR %ag HCC

LBR 2

LBR 2 R

LBR UR
GWR 1

land per
zip-code)
ER on
agricultural
ly intensive
zip-codes
(>= 50%
cultivated
land per
zip-code)
ER on
high-count
HCC zipcodes (>1
HCC
counts per
zip-code)
LBR
LBR using
HCC and
pesticide
pounds
normalized
to area
LBR
between
%ag and
HCC
counts
LBR using
log
transforme
d pesticide
exposure
LBR using
log
transforme
d pesticide
exposure
LBR
between
HCC
counts and
urban/rural
classificati
on
GWR

NYS

0.87

147

463

8

NYS

0.51
0.9 (best
zip-code)

361

1868

9

NYS

1576

1

30

1576

1

14

1576

1

0

NYS

0.95 (best
zip-code)
No
significan
t
relationsh
ips

NYS

0.99 (best
zip-code)

1576

1

Rocheste
r AOI

0.89 (best
zip-code)

169

1

NYS

No
significan
t
relationsh
ips

1576

NYS

NYS

0.6

Variable
Significan
t

1576

1
264

1142
6

1

104

Somewh
at-

GWR 1R

GWR

GWR 1a

GWR
GWR
using
number of
agricultural
workers as
explanator
y variable
GWR
using
number of
agricultural
workers as
explanator
y variable
GWR
incorporati
ng enriched
variables
GWR
incorporati
ng enriched
variables
GWR with
only
pesticide
exposure
(log base e
transforme
d) as
explanator
y variable
GWR
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable
GWR
using HCC
count
density as
dependent
variable

GWR
Agworkers

GWR R
Agworkers

GWR 2

GWR R 2

GWR HCC P

GWR lcd

GWR lcd R

Rocheste
r AOI

0.33

169

51

NYS

0.62

1576

45

NYS

0.66

1576

258

878

1

normal,
patterned
Nonnormal,
clustered

1

9386

1

Nonnormal,
clustered

Rocheste
r AOI

0.33

169

46

708

1

NYS

0.9

1576

255

3106

1

Rocheste
r AOI

0.8

169

44

243

1

Nonnormal,
clustered
Somewh
atnormal,
patterned
Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

1

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

1

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

1

Somewh
atnormal,
patterned

NYS

NYS

Rocheste
r AOI

0.62

0.64

0.35

1576

1576

169

261

65

4

1062
6

1118
5

643

105

GWR UR

GWR
incorporati
ng
urban/rural
classificati
on variable

NYS

0.89

1576

3

1

PCA

PCA

NYS

1408

1

PCA_meso

PCA using
Mesothelio
ma counts
data cloud

NYS

1408

1

GWRpca

GWRpca R

GWRpca S

GWRpca B

FBCR 1
FBCR 1R

GWR
incorporati
ng PCA
transforme
d variables
GWR
incorporati
ng PCA
transforme
d variables
GWR
incorporati
ng PCA
transforme
d variables
GWR
incorporati
ng PCA
transforme
d variables

Random
Forest
Random
Forest

NYS

0.81

1408

231

1

Rocheste
r AOI

0.8

166

26

1

Syracuse
AOI

0.82

207

32

1

Buffalo
AOI

0.79

135

25

1

NYS
Rocheste
r AOI

Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random
Point
s
towar
d
high
HCC
count
cluste
r
Point
s
towar
d
"emp
ty
space
"
Aproachi
ng
normality
&
randomn
ess
Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random
Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random
Somewh
atnormal,
somewha
t-random

0.79

1408

6.354

1

10

0

0.76

166

6.327

1

8

0

106

Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly

Random
Forest

Syracuse
AOI

0.76

207

6.354

1

15

Buffalo
AOI

0.76

135

6.211

1

11

FBCR_MCA1r

Random
Forest
Random
Forest w/
zeros
removed
Random
Forest
using
prolonged
pesticide
exposure
(19972001)
Random
Forest w/
zeros
removed
Random
Forest
using
prolonged
pesticide
exposure
(19972001)
Random
Forest with
Mesothelio
ma Indicies
as the
dependent
variable
Random
Forest
performed
on MCA
clusters

Rural
Cluster
AOI

0.76

992

3.365

100

17

2

FBCR_MCA1u

Random
Forest
performed

Urban
Cluster
AOI

0.71

408

8.698

100

9

3

FBCR 1S

FBCR 1B

FBCRzr

FBCRpro

FBCRzr_100

FBCRpro_100

FBCR_meso

NYS

0.75-0.81

925

5.378

10

0

0
Not
Statistical
ly
Distinct

8

NYS

0.79-0.82

1408

4.354

10

12

NYS

0.75-0.81

925

4.354

100

8

Statistical
ly
Distinct
Not
Statistical
ly
Distinct

12

Not
Statistical
ly
Distinct

NYS

NYS

0.79-0.82

0.37

1408

1408

4.354

7.896

100

1

107

Not
Statistical
ly
Distinct
Not
Statistical
ly
Distinct

0

Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

0

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t
Statistical
ly
Significan
t

FBCR_MCA2r

FBCR_MCA2u

FBCR_MCA2s

FBCR_MCA2r
_ov

FBCR_MCA2u
_ov

FBCR_MCA2s
_ov

on MCA
clusters
Random
Forest
performed
on PC
based
MCA
clusters
Random
Forest
performed
on PC
based
MCA
clusters
Random
Forest
performed
on PC
based
MCA
clusters
Randrom
Forest on
PC based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
Randrom
Forest on
PC based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
Randrom
Forest on
PC based
MCA
clusters
using
original

Rural2
Cluster
AOI

Urban2
Cluster
AOI

Suburba
n Cluster
AOI

Rural2
Cluster
AOI

Urban2
Cluster
AOI

Suburba
n Cluster
AOI

0.29

0.09

0.09

0.8

0.09

0.09

1091

117

177

1091

117

177

3.569

7.689

7.569

3.465

4.567

4.69

100

34

1

Statistical
ly
Distinct

100

100

100

100

100

108

8

4

Statistical
ly
Distinct

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

FBCR_MCA3r

FBCR_MCA3
w

FBCR_MCA3s

FBCR_MCA3u

nontransforme
d variables
Random
Forest on
PC
(including
pesticide
exposure)
based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
Random
Forest on
PC
(including
pesticide
exposure)
based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
Random
Forest on
PC
(including
pesticide
exposure)
based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
Random
Forest on
PC
(including
pesticide

Rural3
Cluster
AOI

Wildern
ess AOI

Suburba
n2
Cluster
AOI

Urban3
Cluster
AOI

0.75

0.6

0.08

0.05

757

406

130

99

3.969

7.898

8.544

7.554

100

100

100

100

109

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

0

Statistical
ly
Significan
t

exposure)
based
MCA
clusters
using
original
nontransforme
d variables
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A3 – List of CDL land-use classifications considered to be agriculture in “Percent Agriculture” variable. Note: Pasture was not classified
as agriculture as it is not usually associated with pesticide.
1 Alfalfa

21 Dbl Crop Corn/Soybeans

2 Apples
3 Apricots
4 Asparagus

22 Dbl Crop Oats/Corn
23 Dbl Crop Soybeans/Oats
24 Dbl Crop WinWht/Corn
Dbl Crop
25 WinWht/Sorghum
Dbl Crop
26 WinWht/Soybeans

5 Barley
6 Blueberries
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Broccoli
Buckwheat
Cabbage
Caneberries
Carrots
Cauliflower
Celery
Cherries
Christmas Trees
Clover/Wildflowers
Corn
Cucumbers
Dbl Crop Barley/Corn
Dbl Crop Barley/Soybeans

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Dry Beans
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Garlic
Grapes
Grassland/Pasture
Herbs
Hops
Lettuce
Millet
Misc Vegs & Fruits
Mustard
Nectarines
Oats
Onions

41 Other Crops
Other Hay/Non
42 Alfalfa
43 Peaches
44 Pears

61 Sugarbeets

45 Peas

65 Triticale

46 Peppers

66 Turnips
Winter
67 Wheat

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

Plums
Pop or Orn Corn
Potatoes
Pumpkins
Radishes
Rice
Rye
Sod/Grass Seed
Sorghum
Soybeans
Speltz
Spring Wheat
Squash
Strawberries
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62 Sunflower
63 Sweet Corn
64 Tomatoes

A4 Molecular and Biological Pathways of Pesticide-Induced Carcinogenesis
There are dozens of major proposed molecular interactions explaining the pesticide
association with cancer (Rakitsky et al., 2000). These interactions fall into various major pesticide
chemical functionality groups. Pesticides are hepatocarcinogenic (liver-cancerous) if the chemical
compound directly induces cancer to the liver through damage to the tissues or other cytotoxic
mechanisms (Alavanja et al., 2004; Kuwata et al., 2017). Pesticides have also been shown to
interact with cell organelles. Peroxisomes are small organelles containing many enzymes involved
in various bio-chemical pathways (Cooper, 2000). Pesticides are peroxisome proliferating (PP) if
the chemical compound interacts with the body to directly promote the proliferation of
peroxisomes in cells. This disrupts enzyme regulation between cells, which has the potential to
cause abnormal cell growth leading to cancer (Dybing et al., 1995).
Pesticides have also been shown to interfere with hormonal regulation such as through
endocrine disruption. Endocrine disruption is when chemicals interfere with the endocrine system.
This can lead to many health issues but is most significant during fetal development when
endocrine disruption can cause a plethora of birth-defects (Diamanti-Kandarakis et al., 2009;
Endocrine Disruptors, 2020). Pesticides are endocrine disrupting when the chemical compound
resembles (or performs similar function to) a pseudo hormone (Matisova & Hrouzkov, 2012). The
accumulation of such a compound in the body causes an inherent hormonal imbalance, causing
significant disruption to the endocrine system and regulation of bodily development and functions
(Falck Jr. et al., 1992).
Goitrogenic pesticides are like endocrine disrupting pesticides in that they involve a
hormonal interaction; however, this specific functional class involves thyroid hormones, as the
pesticide compound prevents proper function of the thyroid through a blockage of iodine uptake.
This iodine blockage leads to enlargement of the thyroid gland which prevents it from functioning
normally, often leading to an underproduction of thyroid hormones and endocrine disruption
(Vettorazzi et al., 1995; Bender, 2006, 2009). Such disturbances to the endocrine system can cause
alterations to epigenetic-mechanisms, a process thought to be a general source of tumorigenesis
(production or formation of tumors) and pathway to the development of many endocrine-related
cancers, such as breast-cancer (Mathers et al., 2010; Knower et al., 2014).
Finally, pesticides which induce sustained cell proliferation are by their inherent nature the
most directly cancerous. These compounds interact with cells by altering the expression and/or
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activity of proteins related to the regulation of cell reproduction, leading to unmitigated
propagation of cells (referred to as sustained cell proliferation) that eventually develops into
tumors (United Nations, 2001; Feitelson et al., 2015).
Proposed carcinogenesis mechanisms point to pesticides not interfering with DNA directly.
This is opposed to the pesticide compounds themselves directly altering genetic structure and
causing detrimental mutations, such as development of cancerous cells (Rakitsky et al., 2000).
These epigenetic mechanisms (bio-chemical mechanisms, in this case spurred by the presence of
pesticide compounds, resulting in indirect DNA interference by pesticide) include: promotion of
spontaneous initiation (S. F. Lee et al., 1996), cytotoxicity with sustained cell proliferation
(Turusov et al., 1998), oxidative stress, and the formation of activated receptors (Cattley et al.,
1998).
The multiple influences of these pesticide chemical groups and bio-chemical interactions
fuels the daunting complexity when attempting to perform health-risk analysis. There are a high
number of potentially confounding factors such as individual lifestyle and local environmental
considerations. For example, an almost 16-year cohort study of Norwegian women found that
those leading an inactive lifestyle, leading to excessive weight gain or obesity, were at 2.6 times
the risk of endometrial cancer compared to normal weight women (Furberg & Thune, 2003).
Results of the 2005 National Scale Assessment indicate that there are many airborne environmental
pollutants at both regional and national levels. Formaldehyde is classified as the greatest (air-born
pollutant) national driver of cancer risk, effecting an estimated 25 million U.S. citizens (EPA,
2011).
Researchers continuously stress the need for more data and additional interpretation, which
will allow for more confidence when drawing conclusions. Evaluation against secondary
validations from toxicology and cancer biology studies is critical (Alavanja & Bonner, 2012),
especially when considering the quality issues in pesticide use reports.
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A5 Mechanisms of Pesticide-Induced HCC
Depending on the chemical class of pesticide, or even the specific compound, one or many
of bio-chemical mechanisms are possible and can be further influenced by external environmental
and biological variables, such as hepatitis infection (Gomaa et al., 2008).

Therefore, the

complexity behind these associations and how much is still unknown must again be stressed, even
when focusing on just the HCC-risk pesticide association.
The molecular mechanism of peroxisome proliferation as facilitated by peroxisome
proliferating (PP) compounds (peroxisome proliferators) has mostly been conducted on rodents
and a few other animal studies. Complying with ethics laws and morality, direct controlled studies
of PP are not conducted on humans except in rare circumstances. Researching effects of PP on the
human health-risk of HCC is therefore conducted indirectly, opening the possible influence of
external variables. With consideration to the additional chemical mechanisms related to the PPHCC association, and the great uncertainty when considering the risk pesticides pose,
epidemiological causality between current pesticides in use and HCC (or any other cancer site)
cannot be firmly established (Ashby et al., 1994). However, previously banned pesticide
compounds, such as DDT (McGlynn et al., 2006; Persson et al., 2012), were determined to pose
an elevated risk of HCC (among many other health-risks). To reach this conclusion, much
epidemiological study had to be conducted over many years.
Spontaneous initiation of genetic changes is when exposure to the pesticide compound
drives mutation of genetic code, leading to carcinogenesis (Griffiths et al., 2000). Cytotoxicity is
applied to pesticides if the compound in question is toxic to cells. Cytotoxicity, if it leads to the
destruction of healthy cells (especially around a wound or tissue damaged in some other way), can
lead to issues in the healing process (Dunnill & Parkin, 2012). Such issues include run-away
proliferation of cells leading to the formation of tumors. Oxidative stress (sometimes referred to
as oxidative injury) has been shown in the livers of rodents to lead to enhanced cell replication,
which can turn into persistent cell proliferation. It is hypothesized that a similar mechanism can
occur in humans leading to cancer (with enough exposure to oxidative stressing pesticides) but
more research needs to be conducted to form confident conclusions (Cattley et al., 1998). Pesticide
compounds, if they promote inhibition of apoptosis, act to prevent the normal occurrence of
programmed cell death, through interference/interaction with apoptosis inhibitor proteins (Silke &
Meier, 2013). This leads to unnecessary tissue buildup and the possibility of tumor development.
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The construction of activated receptors is a similar bio-chemical mechanism in terms of effected
cell-processes. Construction facilitated through PP, in which unregulated production of certain
enzymes leads to over-activation of cell receptors and subsequent generation of new receptors.
This causes a significant disruption of intracellular communication which is theorized to facilitate
tumor development (Lehmann et al., 1995).
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